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TROUBLE IN HAVEN

Summer
of change
University rolls out a range of new IT services

by LJ TAYLOR

T

he University has released a
number of new updates over
the past week which seek to
enhance the online experience of both
students and staff alike.
These, technologically focused,
improvements have seen a revised
email system, complete online
registration, and improved internet
access for all of the universities halls
of residence along with many other
changes.
“The changes aim to make it easier for students to register, find out
about what’s going on the University, get credit for their academic and
extra-curricular activities, and to
communicate with staff and indeed
other students” said Professor Oliver
Turnbull, Pro-Vice Chancellor for
Teaching and Learning at the University.
Bangor’s new email service, which
uses Microsoft’s Office 365, has been a
long awaited update. Staff at the University have been using the system for
around two weeks and the students’
emails have been migrated over to the
new system just in time for the start of
the new term.
“Office 365...has a range of additional
functionality which will be rolled out

over the forthcoming year” read an
email sent out to all university staff last
week from Professor Turnbull, Professor Tully and Ms Snelson.
Other aspects of Bangor’s refurbished online services hope to fully integrate with the Bangor 360 program
which was launched during the last
academic year to a mixed response.
However, to avoid confusion with Office 365, Bangor 360 will “...cease to
exist as a brand”.
In its place will be the My Bangor
system rolled out ready for welcome
week. This will allow students access
to news and events and once fully integrated will incorporate everything that
Bangor 360 aimed to do.
A new university website is also in
progress which will be overseen by a
small group of University staff chaired
by the Vice Chancellor, Professor John
Hughes. It will launch this Autumn.
Furthermore, this year will see the
launch of HEAR (Higher Education
Achievement Report). This is an electronic document that graduates will
receive along with their degree.
“The aim is to provide a more sophisticated approach to recording
student achievement” read the staff
email. The document will not only
give detailed records of students’
academic records, but will also include a report of the extra-curricu-

lar activities, similar to the Bangor
Employability Award.
The behind the scenes work for
the “summer of change” has been a
joint effort between Professor Turnbull, Professor Carole Tully (Pro-Vice
Chancellor for students), Julie Snelson
(Head of IT) and the University’s IT
Department.
“I’m really grateful for their efforts,
and I looking forward to seeing our
new and returning students using the
new places and technologies” said Professor Turnbull of the hard work that
has gone into the changes over the
summer.
Despite the widespread improvements across the University, Bangor
has also faced a number of problems
through the summer.
Due to under-recruitment of students this year the halls of residence
will not be completely full. Around 200
rooms will remain empty and Bryn Eithin halls, which largely housed Post
Graduate students, will go unused.
Despite the low recruitment Bangor
University is one of only two Welsh
Universities set to meet recruitment
targets.
However, the university are working
hard to make sure that this does not
result in further cuts within the institution and that it will not affect the
student experience.

Thousands flock to Menai Bridge for
first ever Menai Seafood Festival
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To all of our readers, whether you’re
a second or third year, a returning
postgrad, or if this is your very first issue of Seren; welcome to Bangor! We
here at Seren hope you have a great
Freshers’ Week and an amazing year
of uni to follow.
Last year was a pretty fantastic one
for Seren, and it was topped off by us
being crowned Society of the Year at
the Society Awards. This leaves me
with some pretty massive shoes to
fill, but I’m massively excited to see
where this year takes us.
This issue is jam-packed full of everything you need to know to have a
great Freshers Week. We’ve included
a helpful map along with our guide
to the best places to visit in Bangor,
as well a massive three pages worth
of societies, featuring introductions
to just some of the groups you’ll have
a chance to join this year. We even
dressed up like fire fighters at Bangor Fire Station to get advice on fire
safety for all our lovely readers (yes,
really).
It’s been a long few days putting
this issue together; it takes a lot of
stress, barely any sleep and an unbelievable amount of junk food to put
an issue of Seren together, but I’m
extremely proud of the end result.
It wouldn’t have been possible without my amazing team, who always
remind me why I love doing Seren,
even after 36 hours without sleep.
If you like what you see in our Freshers’ Issue and reckon you could have
a go at this journalism thing, why not
pop down and see us at Serendipity?
We’ll be there with plenty of freebies
to give away, and you’ll be able to ask
us all of your burning questions.
We’re always on the lookout for
more writers, so if you think you have
a good idea for Seren, let us know!
We also have a number of sub-editor
positions open for someone new to
step into the role; who knows, that
person could be you!
We hope you enjoy this issue,
thanks for reading!

Caryl Burke
Adam Burns
Laura Doody
Al Hulley
Joe Keep
Rebecca McCarthy
George Morris
Ben Price
Gemma Simmons
Eta Uso
Isabel Vincent
Wyatt Warner
Fran Watkins

The views presented hereinafter do
not represent the views of Seren
Bangor, Bangor Students’ Union or
Bangor University.
Seren is printed by NWN Media.
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NEWS

In Brief
Late night
opening dispute
BANGOR councillors are angry
over fears that Gwynedd Council are
ignoring problems over late night
pub and takeaway openings. This
dispute comes after the licensing
subcommittee permitted Star Kebabs
a late night opening despite objections from North Wales Police. Clerk
Gwyn Hughes told Gwyn Hughes
told Bangor City Council that there
was a “rash” of applications, which
councillors feared would happen. He
added: “I think it’s scandalous and
it’s imposing a burden upon people within the vicinity, and creates
not only massive costs to the public
purse, but also problems with rubbish and other disturbances.”

House prices on
the up in Wales
THE price of houses in Wales has
increased by nearly 4% according to
Rightmove. At the start of the year
they stated that they believed prices
would rise by about 2% but have now
changed their minds to an eventual
rise of 6%. Of the top ten places in
the UK with the highest month on
month rises North Wales features
three times; Anglesey, Denbighshire
and Ceredigion. Tim Goodwin,
of Williams and Goodwin Estate
Agents, believes that the real housing price rise is in London and that
North Wales won’t suffer as much as
Rightmove predict. A new government scheme has been introduced
to help first time buyers onto the
property ladder, however the scheme
won’t run in Wales.

Mount parking
restrictions
BOTH councillors and motorists
have called for yellow lines to be
painted on roads near the famous
mountain. This comes after a number
of tourists received parking tickets
for parking on the unpainted road.
“There were no visible yellow or red
lines or parking meters – most people’s expectations of a warning not to
park. We were caught unawares with
some tiny little clearway signs in the
distance.” said one tourist.

Finally a funeral
for April Jones
ALMOST a year after the schoolgirl was snatched from her home in
Machynlleth, mid-Wales, her parents
will be allowed to begin planning
her funeral. Mark Bridger was sentenced to life in prison in May for the
abduction and murder of April but
has refused to ever tell what he did
with her body. Fragments of skull
were found in the fireplace at Bridger’s home and now April’s parents
have just 17 tiny bone fragments of
their daughter’s to bury.

Welsh Ambulance service appoints
specific doctors for major incident
scenes

Welsh Ambulance Service
providing best service

The first service to appoint major incident specific staff

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

T

news@seren.bangor.ac.uk

he Welsh Ambulance service
has claimed to be the first of its
kind in the UK to appoint specific doctors to major incident scenes.
In the past, a doctor would be taken
out of A&E to attend accident scenes.
Now there will be one doctor in both
North and South Wales on standby

to attend any call-outs. Both doctors
will be specialists in anaesthetics and
will help ease the pressure at A&E.
The move is set up to provide quicker
treatments to all patients.
The advantage of having doctors on
call-out scenes, allows actions to be
carried out that otherwise wouldn’t be,
such as administration of advanced
pain relief. Surgical procedures could
also be undergone, including the insertion of chest drains.
The money put into the scheme is
hoping to be regained by the savings
made by the hospitals due to fewer
patients for A&E. Those who do still
need to be brought to the hospital will

have been previously checked over,
and any serious actions that need taking will have already been done. This
will be a great time saver in all A&E
departments.
“There is clear evidence that victims
of major trauma do better when they
are treated quickly by a senior clinical
decision maker,” said Richard Lees,
head of clinical services.
“Patients suffering a heart attack
or stroke benefit from treatment at a
specialist coronary unit or stroke unit.
Sometimes this means taking the patients past the local hospital”.
The Doctor covering North Wales
is James Chinery, who has been sec-

onded from the Royal Army Medical
Corps.
“Our knowledge and experience
means we can advise where is best
for a patient to travel, whether it is a
specialist emergency department or
stroke unit,” he said.
“It might mean travelling that bit
further, but us being on scene means
we can start that critical care.”
Each doctor will leave the hospital
with a rapid response vehicle to access to incidents on road, but will also
be based nearby to the air ambulance
base in case of more serious accidents.

prosecutors were asked to consider a
retrial or not.
Caernarfon Crown Court held a
brief five minute hearing where Donnelly, 46 of Llandudno was told a decision had been made to go ahead with
a retrial on the outstanding charges.
The Crown Prosecution Service added
that the first available date for a four
day trial wasn’t until March 2014.
Prosecutor John Philpotts added:
“A decision has been made and it will
come as no real surprise that a retrial
will be held”.
Donnelly was told by Judge Paul
Thomas QC: “The trial will be in
Caernarfon, and ideally before a judge
who is from outside North Wales”. He

then added “You will be allowed bail
as before”, to which Donnelly nodded.
The victim, who cannot be named
for legal reasons, claimed to have been
at Donnelly’s house on two occasions
during the autumn of 2002, where she
was indecently assaulted.
During the trial, the jury heard of
how the girl’s mother and sister were
aware of the assault as she had confided in them some months after the
incident. She insisted it went no further as she feared she would not have
been believed.
The acts carried out are alleged to
have happened merely weeks after his
wife died after childbirth. She was giving birth to the couple’s second child,

and the jury were told of his difficulties to cope after the tragedy.
The teenage girl finally came forward to police, whilst discussing an
unrelated matter in another area of
Britain. The case was then investigated
by North Wales Police.
Donnelly was later arrested and interviewed and said that he was “gobsmacked” by the allegations and said
all charges against him were “unbelievable”.
Gary Donnelly has previously won
awards for his community involvement.

Retrial for accused PC

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

A

North Wales Policeman is
facing a retrial on charges of
indecently assaulting a teenage girl. PC Gary Donnelly appeared
in court last week, where a jury failed
to reach a verdict on the two charges
brought against him. Donnelly, who
is currently suspended from North
Wales Police, is alleged to have carried
out these acts more than ten years ago.
Initially the charges were, one of attempted rape and two of indecent assault. He was later cleared of attempted rape; however the jury failed to
come to a verdict on the assault charges. The jury were later discharged and
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NEWS

In Brief
Footballer jailed
for dangerous
driving

New Act means non-Organ
donors must sign an ‘Opt-out register

Organ donation law in Wales
New law will require people to register as non-Organ donors

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

T

news@seren.bangor.ac.uk

he Human Transplantation
(Wales) Act is set to become
law on 1st December 2015, and
plans to totally reinvent the organ donation process in Wales.
The three stage process became official after being given Royal Assent.
The Act was announced in a special
ceremony at the Welsh Government’s
Offices in Cathays Park, Cardiff.
The Welsh First Minister, Carwyn
Jones, announced that the new law
will require people to sign a register
to ‘Opt-out’ of organ donation, rather
than register to donate their organs, as

is used now by carrying an organ donor card.
He said: “The Act has had a long genesis through committees and through
the Assembly. It happens to be the
most significant piece of legislation the
Assembly has ever passed.”
The Welsh Government has been
eager to improve its donation process,
particularly as it is estimated that there
are 226 people in Wales awaiting organ
transplants.
It is hoped that the new law will increase donors by around a quarter, and
once implemented will apply to over
18’s who have lived in Wales for more
than twelve months.
Among the ‘Opt-in’ organs are kidneys, heart, liver, lungs and pancreas.
The organs would not only be offered
to patients in Wales. They could go
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
It will still allow family and close
friends to voice concerns regarding

the organs of their relative being used,
if they had not asked to be removed
from the register. However, medical
staff will make the final decision. They
will decide to continue, provided a
suitable recipient has been found.
No organs donated by this way will
go anywhere in the UK and vice-versa.
Ministers are organising a two-year
publicity drive so that the Welsh citizens are well aware of the changes. The
cost of this public information programme is £8 million.
Mark Drakeford, Wales’s Health
Minister, said there will be plenty of
information for the public, about the
new system, how it works and the
choices they have.
He added: “Even today people can
help others by ensuring their loved
ones know their wishes about organ
donation and I would encourage everyone to have that conversation.”
However, faith leaders have objected

to the diluting of donating organs and
feel strongly that the decision should
be made on a voluntary basis.
Clwyd West AM Darren Millar said:
“I am opposed in principle to a system
where organ donation becomes a passive act and consent is deemed by the
state.”
He queried whether the new system
would increase the organs available for
donation.
“We have to consider whether 15 new
donors a year is realistic and whether
millions of pounds allocated to the roll
out would be better spent making the
current system more effective.”
But Welsh Secretary of the BMA Dr
Richard Lewis said: “This is the most
important piece of legislation created
in Wales since the laws of Hywel Dda.
Patients across the country will now
benefit directly or indirectly from this
bill”.

month, experts from Public Health
England have been working with Public Health Wales (PHW), Environmental Health and the Food Standards
Agency, looking for any possible links
between the cases. Despite the suppliers being unnamed and untraced, the
common link of cooked ham is in all
the cases.
Consultants from the PHW have
commented on how unusual this type
of breakout is and that it is highly unlikely that the two separate cases in
Wales and England are coincidence.
Dr Judy Hart, consultant in communicable disease control for PHW,
said:”Testing has been carried out on
ham supplied to a number of butchers
identified as part of the investigation.
A number of lines of inquiry are still

being investigated and we continue to
monitor the situation”.
Health officials have confirmed 22
cases that all have the same unique
strain; however they are still investigating as to what this common link is.
Environmental Health Officers from
both Conwy and Gwynedd councils
are amongst the PHW officers that are
investigating.
The cases in England include two
people who are being treated in hospital according to Public Health England (PHE). Other combined cases
include eight in Cumbria and Lancashire- one of which is an 86-year-old
patient in hospital. Similar cases have
also been reported including; eight in
Yorkshire, seven in Thames Valley and
five combined cases in Bedfordshire

and Hertfordshire. Breakouts have
also been reported in places as far
apart as Norfolk and the North East of
England.
Head of Gastrointestinal Diseases
Department at PHE, Dr Bob Adak
said: “Investigating outbreaks of foodborne illness is a complex process as
people have to try and remember what
they ate prior to becoming unwell”.
“In this instance many reported eating cooked meats. The FSA is following all possible leads along with Environmental Health to try and establish
the source of the outbreak. This process is ongoing”
Dr Hart added “Although it is an unpleasant illness, people who become
ill with salmonella generally make a
full recovery”.

Conwy salmonella source?

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

A

n independent butcher is
thought to be the source of a
recent salmonella outbreak in
Conwy and Gwynedd. Cooked ham
from the unnamed shop is thought to
have caused 57 cases of the food poisoning, with the patients ranging from
a 7 month old baby to an 87 year old
pensioner.
The current total of people being
treated in hospital are nine, however
more cases are being confirmed on a
daily basis.
Out of the confirmed 57 cases, 36 of
them are from England. The new areas
in England include Yorkshire, Cumbria and Lancashire.
After the reports were given last

A GAP Connah’s Quay footballer
has been charged with two counts of
dangerous driving on the A525 near
Coedpoeth, and given fifteen months
in prison.
Richard Lee Evans, 36, collided
with a taxi before driving on through
a red light. He returned later that
night and was involved in a scuffle
with a police officer who tried to take
his keys from the ignition. Evans reversed into a car and then drove off
again, avoiding arrest despite a police
pursuit.
Evans admitted to the charges at
Mold Crown Court, while his defence, Stephen Edwards, told the
court that Evans had panicked that
night, under stress from caring for
four children and his wife, who has a
severe form of epilepsy.

Worries over
untreated
patient
POLICE are asking for help in the
search to find a man who left Ysbyty
Glan Clwyd before staff could treat
him.
The man gave staff what may be
false details, the name David Jenkins,
aged 60. However police believe he
may be Robert James Higgins, 59, of
no fixed abode but linked to northwest Wales.
He was seen boarding a bus to Rhyl
on Saturday morning, and in Llandudno later that day.
He is tall, of medium build, with
close shaven hair. He was dressed in
a dark, white-striped top, blue jeans
and trainers, with a Lidl shopping
bag and two blue backpacks.
He was carrying two blue backpacks and a large white Lidl shopping bag.
Police are requesting anyone with
details call them on 101.

Rhyl teenager
sentenced for
burglaries
A RHYL teenager has been jailed
for 14 months after handing himself into the police for burgling four
houses.
Jonathan Richards, a 19 year old
with drug problems, had previously
been sentenced under other burglary
charges. Starting in July, he burgled
the homes of four families in Rhyl,
stealing a laptop, smartphone, iPad,
jewellery, and £650 in cash. One
home belonged to a man in his 80s,
where Richards left fingerprints. The
police attempted to locate him, but
Richards gave himself up in August
and confessed to the burglaries.
Richards helped return some of the
stolen property, but was still given a
youth detention sentence of fourteen
months.
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In Brief
Ice cream van
theft arrest

A 19-year-old man from Anglesey
has been arrested in connection with
an ice cream van break-in. He was arrested at the scene at Caergeiliog on
September 12th. After being charged
with theft from a motor vehicle, the
man was bailed and will appear before Holyhead Magistrates Court on
October 3rd. Speaking on vehicle
crime on the whole, North Wales
Police Inspector Guy Blackwell said:
“We have seen a 20 per cent reduction in vehicle crime in the year to
date and I would remind people not
to give thieves a chance by leaving
valuables in vehicles. Opportunist
thieves only need the slightest temptation to break into a car or van so
please don’t leave any valuable items
in your vehicle and don’t leave anything on display.”

Beaumaris food
alleviation plans
ANGLESEY County Council Flood
Risk Management and Coastal Engineering UK Ltd have put forward a
plan to help with flood alleviation in
Beaumaris. The plans include a new
sea wall on the town’s green, a large
bund on the northern side of the castle, a piping extension from the Maes
Hyfyrd and raising the defences close
to Gallows Point. The improvements
are estimated to cost £1.35 million;
the council are hoping for funding
from the Welsh Government. Anglesey councillor Carwyn Jones said:
“Should this project be accepted
by the Welsh Government, it could
make a difference to the lives of the
people in Beaumaris and the devastating effects they’ve faced over the
years due to flooding problems.”

Woman bishops
in Welsh church
A BILL has been passed allowing
women to become bishops in the
Church in Wales. It was tabled by the
Bishop of St Asaph the Rt Rev Gregory Cameron and seconded by the Rt
Rev Andy John, the Bishop of Bangor. Bishop John said: “This is a real
step forward for the Church in Wales.
To have lost would have sent a terrible message to young people and the
nation as a whole. I think we should
have done this a long time ago.” He
added that he hopes a solution can be
found to guarantee those opposed to
the bill would remain in the Anglican
communion.

Anglesey toilet
auction

AN ANGLESEY toilet block is
to be put up for auction. The toilet
building at South Stack, Holyhead
has planning permission to be turned
into a ‘dream home’. It is for sale with
Dafydd Hardy, who are acting on
behalf of Anglesey Council, and is
expected to be bought for between
£80,000 and £100,000.

Bangor Cathedral

Bangor churches told to
move to Cathedral

Two Bangor churches must move to the Cathedral

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

T

news@seren.bangor.ac.uk

wo churches in the Bangor
area have been given notice
on their closure. Low numbers
in the parishes, along with high running costs, have caused St Mary’s and
St David’s to close. The parishioners
of both parishes have been forced to
combine their mass times to make way
for their move to Bangor Cathedral.
Despite the reason for these closures,

The Bishop of Bangor, the Right Reverend Andrew John is sure that the
low numbers will only be a temporary
setback. However, the churches funds
will not hold out until the numbers
pick up, hence the move.
The Cathedral is situated in the centre of Bangor City, and was first built
in the 6th Century. The building has
never had a weekly purpose and has
always been used specifically for special occasions. Due to combining the
parishes, Bangor Cathedral will be
used as a ‘parish’ church for the congregations of St Mary’s and St David’s.
Bangor has five churches within
its city, each welcoming around 170
worshippers each Sunday. Right Reverend Andrew John said a review on

how the local church buildings were
being used was prompted by the lack
of money being put back into the
churches from parishioners.
“We accept and recognise that these
recommendations will bring sorrow
and sadness to those people at the
churches involved,” the bishop said.
“But these people are being invited
to come together to worship in the
cathedral each Sunday and we will be
stronger for being together.”
He added that insurance and running costs will be “significantly reduced” after the closure of the two
churches. The changes to these
churches will also see the cathedral
being used better and to its capability.
Currently Bangor Cathedral is paying

out around £12,000 just to keep the
building heated and lit.
Right Reverend Andrew John added
“my belief is that this will better position the church for the future to meet
the needs of the community and the
needs of the various ministries”.
Before any of these developments
can go ahead, a legal process has to
be undertaken to ensure all aspects
are taken into consideration. Steps
will then be taken to ensure the move
will not distract the two congregations
from the importance of the church
and their religion.
Although these plans have all but
been agreed, parishioners will be involved in the decisions for what the
closed churches will be used for.

soon after the woman was found collapsed. She said: “A woman in her fifties collapsed at the property and was
taken to Ysbyty Glan Clwyd in Bodelwyddan where she died.”
The road was cordoned off to the
public for a short while and on Monday 16th September, officers were
stood outside the front door to the
property, while the side door to her
house was also cordoned off.
Neighbours spoke of their shock at
the news of the lady’s death. There
were also news of a weapon found at
the back of her house, which overlooks Rathbone Passageway. Some
neighbours said police found a hammer, but officers could not confirm

nor deny these reports.
One man in the local area said: “I
looked out of the window and saw
three police cars and an ambulance.
There was a police cordon across the
street. At about 3am a police car was
parked outside the drive and one was
parked in the roads.”
The North Wales coroner has
opened an official investigation into
the burglary, looking to see if the burglar is responsible for the death of the
woman. Police have begun conducting
house to house inquiries around the
area to determine if anyone has seen
anything in relation to the death.
Ms Wall’s family have been informed
and are being supported by police liai-

son officers in what is a troubling time
for the family.
Superintendent Steve Williams of
the North Wales Police said: “Our inquiries are continuing and I appeal to
anyone who was in the vicinity of St
David’s Road from 11.15pm on Sunday, and may have heard anything or
witnessed an incident, to contact police immediately.”
An inquest into her death has been
opened and adjourned. Anyone with
any information on the incident can
call 101 or Crimestoppers on 0800 555
111.

Woman found dead in
Llandudno home

by KEVIN GRIFFIN

A

woman was found collapsed
after police were called to a
disturbance at her home in
Llandudno, Conwy, at 11.30pm Sunday 15th September. She was pronounced dead at hospital in the early
hours of Monday morning.
Carole Wall lived in her home on St
David’s Road in Llandudno county
Conwy. She died at the age of 58. Soon
after, police arrested a 36 year old
man on suspicion of the burglary. The
man has since been bailed. A police
spokeswoman could only confirm the
arrest had been made in the area and
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In Brief
International
reputation

BANGOR University is receiving
high recognition as an International
University. In a recent table which
ranks the world’s universities Bangor
has placed 143rd. And is 183rd in a
table for the best international staff
recruiting universities. To add to
this success Bangor Uni also features
in the top 50 UK Universities. The
University has been doing a lot
of work on making sure they best
accommodate for their international students. Work is to start on
the old St Mary’s Site in the hope of
becoming
something
of
an
international community and the
university also has plans to open a
Campus in China.

Psych Dept 50th
Anniversary

Russell Selby, Mark Phillips and
Jacob Mellor reach Chester at
the end of the first day

Charity cycle chums

Bangor graduate embarks on trip around the world

by NICOLA HOBAN

deputy@seren.bangor.ac.uk
Bangor University graduate
has set off on a 3-year journey
around the world for charity
by bicycle.
Mark Phillips, 22, who has just graduated from Bangor with a Masters degree in Chemistry, started to plan the
mammoth trip two years ago with fellow cyclists and friends Russell Selby,
22, and Jacob Mellor, 22.
While the trip wasn’t originally set
out as a three year journey, the three
lads are happy with the extension.

A

Russell said of the lengthy trip: “If
we’re going to do such a long journey,
why not keep going? This way we’ll see
the change in landscape and culture as
we travel through the countries. We’ll
get to see the places that the tourists
don’t get to.”
This isn’t the first time that the trio
have travelled. They have also travelled
around Eastern Europe on holiday,
which is where the idea for this trip
around the world took root.
“That trip was a real eye-opener,”
Mark revealed.
Now the three are off on a worldwide adventure via bicycles – a nice
and cheap method – and all for charity.
“We were always going to travel, and
thought that this trip provided a great
opportunity to fundraise for charity,”
Russell said.

Calling their trip the “Wonders of
the World Charity Cycle”, the money
that the lads raise will be donated to
four charities: Cancer Research, Kidneys for Life, Water Aid and Save the
Children. So far, they have managed
to raise £1000, and they’ve only just
started their journey.
Funding the journey themselves, the
trio are going to be travelling in an
easterly fashion, through Europe, the
Middle East, Far East Asia, Australia,
and then island hopping to the USA.
“Our route has been determined by
the Wonders of the World, hence the
name of the trip, and the plan is to see
as many of them as possible via bikes.
The route so far has us seeing seventyeight at the moment,” Jacob said, “but’s
it’s a flexible plan, so we’ll try and see
as many of these unbelievable wonders as possible.”

Setting themselves rules such as not
cycling in the rain and making they
sure they have ten day breaks in between each cycle to ensure the journey
is enjoyable and can be appreciated,
Mark, Russell and Jacob plan to finish
their cycle in New York by 2016.
“Our families will come out and visit
us throughout our travels, and we’ll
keep in touch with home via Skype,
Facebook and email. Everyone’s support has been great, we really appreciate it.”
To keep people up-to-date with their
journey, the lads have set up a Facebook page (https://www.facebook.
com/WondersOfTheWorldCharityCycle), and a website (http://cyclewondersoftheworld.wordpress.com/),
which has a section on how people
can donate.

from the information they will gain at
the workshops.
Joanna Wright, Media Practise Lecturer, will be conducting the project
on behalf of the School of Creative
Studies and Media and will feedback
any suggestions from other members
of the school.
“Participating in the BFI Film network is a great opportunity for us to
work with young people from north
Wales and will provide an important
first step for participants into the film
industry,” she said.
“It’s also a great opportunity for our
filmmaking alumni to share the skills
they’ve developed at Bangor by providing mentoring support to the selected teams, and to meet established
practitioners and industry profession-

als.”
The British Film Industry Academies will be offering nine hundred
places for lucky, committed students
aged 16-19. Last year the academies
were offering a mere 500 places, which
meant they were even harder to obtain
and held a lot more value.
Amanda Nevill, CEO of the British
Film Industry said “The BFI is committed to developing tomorrow’s film
audiences and talent and the BFI Film
Academy is at the heart of our comprehensive strategy to give young
people across the UK opportunities to
engage with film”. “We’re proud that
through the BFI Film Academy young
people of all backgrounds are given a
springboard to a career in film.
The return of these academies is due

to the success they gained from 2012.
Although they are aiming for growth
in numbers in the future, the Academy
is currently establishing itself as a gold
standard training and development
programme.
“This wouldn’t be possible without
the backing of the Department for Education and we thank them and all our
partners for their continuing support
as we this year take the Film Academy
to more people than ever across the
UK.”
Any student that is currently studying on a film course will be given information about these opportunities
that will be available to them and the
school will be looking for more student feedback on how these academies
have been run.

SCSM to work closely with
industry leaders

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

S

tudents and Staff members at
Bangor University’s School of
Creative Studies and Media are
to be taking part in British Film Industry workshops. The school will be part
of a UK-wide search, looking for the
next generation of film industry talent.
Along with the British Film Industry,
the school will be working with Media
Academy Wales to conduct workshops
in North Wales.
These academies have only run once
before, and aim to create opportunities for young people to form a career
in film. For Bangor University to be
selected is a great honour and will
encourage students to forge a career

THIS year Bangor University
celebrates fifty years of its Psychology
Department. The department is one
of the university’s most popular and
recruits a high number of students
each year. To add to the anniversary
celebration Bangor Psychology has,
for the second year in a row, been
placed in the top 100 psychology departments in the world. “When you
look at how well known many of the
Universities below us in the rankings are it is gratifying to think that
the research and teaching excellence
in Bangor Psychology is increasingly
recognised on the world stage” said
Professor Charles Leek, Head of Psychology.

Arthurian
Bangor

THE University claims to be right
at the centre of all things Arthurian.
The school of English, which teaches a MA in Arthurian Literature,
recently hosted the International
Arthurian Society British Branch
Annual Conference. Professor Peter
Field, of Bangor University, is one
of the world’s leaders on Arthurian
knowledge. At the conference he
received an early copy of a new book
on Sir Thomas Malory: Le Morte
Darthur, a book which he edited. “As
always with a project as large as this
two volume work, it is satisfying and
a relief to be handed the work in a
physical form, and a relief to get the
burden off your back.” he said.

Distinguished
Service Award

DR CARL Hughes of Bangor’s
School of Psychology, who is Director of the Applied Behaviour
Analysis postgraduate Courses and
deputy director of the newly established Wales Centre for Behaviour
Change, is to receive the award for
Distinguished Service to Behaviour
Analysis by the Society for the Advancement of Behaviour Analysis. Dr
Hughes said: “This is a great honour
for the behavioural psychology team
here at Bangor. It’s very nice that the
contribution of the team, students
and the course has been recognised.”
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Just a little Freshers’ advice

by SINNEAD TOWEY

H

indsight is a powerful thing.
Nothing can truly prepare
you for your first week of
University, except a few partial words
of wisdom from people that have done
it all before!
One of the main things I wish someone had sat me down and prepared
me for is freshers’ flu! You will more
than likely at some stage be snuggled
up in your awkward three quarter
beds wishing your parents were there
to provide you with paracetamol and
TLC. However, for the first time, you
won’t have that comfort and it’s not a
nice ride. So do yourselves a favour
and get some lemsip, soothers, albas

oil and any other healing recipes you
can find in Morrison’s and be ready.
Don’t forget to travel well! You’ll be
living your life on a student budget
now and sometimes it’s a right pain
in the pocket. One huge way to save
money is by getting a railcard. I know
it’s a lot of effort printing off a form
and signing it but trust me it’s worth
the while. Getting a rail-card is one of
those things that you put off until you
realise it’s too late - by then you could
have saved that extra money and afforded a cheap RyanAir flight to Tenerife for the summer.
Another pearl of wisdom for you
freshers’ is that friends are for life,
not just for Freshers! It’s easy to make
friends, but sometimes it’s a lot harder

“Down it Fresher!”

to get rid of them. When choosing
who you’ll be living with in the following year, make sure you’ve had enough
time with these people before reaching any kind of decision. You will have
plenty of time to find a house, so don’t
panic.
Get involved. The chances are that
you’ll get on with the people you are
living with, but why limit yourself?
By joining societies you will be able
to go on socials and take part in activities with similar minded people
and you could meet a friend for life!
University is not just about the people
on your course and the ones you live
with, it’ll be one of the last chances
you get to make friends with people
that wouldn’t be your usual cup of tea,

A

W

ell children, that time of
the year has come round
again, Freshers’ week is

upon us.
All the big drinkers come out to
play and automatically think they can
drink their own body weight in alcohol. Just moved out of home and acting the mature adult? Then don’t do
like previous students and try drying
your underwear in the microwave!
Believe me, it’s true! Everybody enjoys
a new adventure and starting University is probably the biggest adventure
many of us will experience. How-

ever the fun can soon ends when one
friend takes it too far.
A few welcome drinks can be enjoyed by all. But remember you’re
not invincible freshers! A hospital
trip in this first week is never a good
idea, especially when in a new area.
Make new friends in your halls, have
fun and make memories but remember first impressions count for a lot.
Friends made at university are usually
friends for life.
Bangor may not be as hard core as
the likes of Manchester or Leeds, but
every year we have our nutters! Plus
there are a lot more hills to fall down
here! BE SAFE FRESHER!

society you’re interested in online and
it will provide you with all the answers
you need.
Don’t be afraid to start up random
conversations with people you just
happen to be standing next to while
waiting for something – that is how
you make your new friends. Chances
are, they’re just as nervous as you and
will welcome the chance to have a
conversation without having to start it
themselves
Finally, write down the rules to ‘Ring
of Fire’ before you play. This saves a lot
of drunken arguing as it is played differently in all parts of the UK!

tion to safe sex. I’ve never been offered
advice on safe sex by anyone based
within the University, not even a recommendation to visit the clinic in order to receive contraception.
“It may be fair to say that the University considers us as adults and therefore we should have knowledge about
practising safe sex, but some people
are still uneducated in this practice.
I would like the University to set up
their own practice or help service to
educate students of the risks of unprotected sex and also they should have
the ability to hand out contraception
to any students who need it.
“I hope the University takes notice of
these surveys/ articles and understand
there is a lot of sexual practice between
students. Hopefully they see that some
students need to be educated on safe
sex and the consequences of not protecting yourself.”
-Lewis
Dodd,
3rd
year
Media student
While it’s true that it could do with
a little more awareness in the student
population, there is a Student Health
Clinic that runs drop in sessions every
week. Future plans for it include a
drop in session on Ffridd Site, so no
excuses!!

THE BODNANT MEDICAL
CENTRE PROVIDES…
- Student only clinics each weekday.
These are in addition to routine surgeries which students, registered with
the practice, are free to attend.
- Student Health Nurse is available
to deal with Family Planning, vaccinations, health checks etc.
- Special medical examinations and
certificates free of charge for University courses and illness during the
term.
These facilities are open to all students irrespective of which practice
they are registered with.

Bangor by Name,
Bangor by Nature

by SINNEAD TOWEY

by CHARLOTTE PARKER

so why not join a completely random
society and who knows you could
meet the love of your life, opposites
do attract!
Be Facebook friendly. If you see people off your course online, why not add
them? Coming across as eager doesn’t
count when you’re at Uni because everyone is in the same boat, constantly
looking out for new friends. You may
not speak to them straight away but
in a few months’ time when you have
an essay due in and you have no idea
what it’s about, that Facebook friend
might be able to help. Facebook is also
a great way to join clubs and societies.
If you’re like I was in first year, you’ll
be too hungover to make Serendipity!
But that’s fine. Just add whatever club/

ccording to the studentbeans
survey, you Bangor lot have
been very busy. The survey
takes an average number of sexual
partners for students over their three
years at Uni and places them all in an
annual sex league table.
In 2011, we were ranked in at a celibate 57th place out of sixty one Universities in the UK. As I’m sure many
of you are aware, things heated up a
little for 2012 ranking us in at a reputable 1st place! (Well done for all your
hard work guys). This year however,
we seem to have calmed down slightly;
I’m proud to inform you all we’re still
in the top rankings, coming in at a
much more respectable 39th place out
of 109 Universities, Aberystwyth nailing us this year in 10th place.
So with all this sexual tension in the
air, it leaves a few parental questions.
Are we being safe? Is there enough
sexual health information and support
available to us in Bangor? I asked a few
of you what you thought on the subject and there seemed to be one overall
response….
“One thing that annoys me about
Bangor University is the lack of atten-

Gwynedd Hospital also provides
sexual health support.
APPOINTMENT CLINIC - Family
Planning
Tuesday: 5pm - 7pm
Thursday: 10am - 12(noon) AND
5.30pm - 7.30pm
APPOINTMENT CLINIC - GUM
Monday: 1.30pm - 4.30pm
Wednesday: 1.30pm - 4.30pm
For more hints and tips for how to
stay safe in Freshers’ Week, see pages
22-23
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Respect the community

COMMENT

Ida is an international student
working in liasion with the
international office . Every
issue she’ll write about her
experiences in Bangor.

by IDA VÄISÄNEN

by SINNEAD TOWEY

H

aving worked in Bangor now
for two years, I have had the
opportunity to meet some
amazing people and form some close
friendships with people from the area.
I understand that I am very fortunate
to have had this experience considering the low employment opportunities
available in Bangor at the moment.

These kinds of friendships are crucial in maintaining a healthy relationship with the local community, as it is
important for us to acknowledge some
of the frustrations that we as students
can cause.
In Bangor it has surprised me how
much of a division there is between
the local and student communities.
This is inevitable as students come
and go, but for the majority of people,

Bangor is their home, and it’s important to remember this; especially during Freshers’.
With so much going on during
fresher’s week; meeting new people,
making new friends and enjoying wild
nights out, it is easy to forget that the
world doesn’t revolve around student
life.
It’s important however that we still
respect the local community. Loud

music from house parties and seeing
the streets littered with promotional
flyers or other student-aimed pamphlets are just some of the things that
can cause understandable frustration.
Bangor is a small, beautiful city with
low crime rates and a great atmosphere; it’s only right that we do everything we can to maintain this whilst
enjoying and making the most of our
time spent here.

Isabel Vincent
Student Cut Film

Thomas Bickerdike
BU Hockey

George Morris
Mens Rugby Union

Why join a society?

Nicola Hoban
Seren
I joined Seren way back when I was
in my first year. I wanted to be a journalist so this was a smart decision, I’d
thought to myself at the time. Turns
out it was a great decision! Thanks to
Seren I have met some amazing people (the Seren team), been to some
pretty cool events (#StudentDemo,
Varsity), and helped organise our
ever popular ‘90s Night’ - this year
I’m also acting in the role of Deputy
Editor: Content, which is exciting.
Seren is a fantastic society to be in;
it’s great for meeting new people and
you have a lot of fun, especially at our
all-nighters, though by five o’clock in
the morning you begin to question
every decision you’ve ever made and
what the meaning of life is. However,
the best thing about this society is
that you don’t have to be a budding
journalist to join - you can just be
someone who has a voice and something to say (So come and join!!).

You can’t go a week at Student Cut
Films without meeting somebody interesting and cool. Whether you bump
into an avant garde film freak at a
screening, or film for a crazy society,
you’re guaranteed to get involved with
some smashing people. As a society
itself, we’ve got plenty of socials lined
up, to sit back and relax from filming. Just after freshers we’re going on
a World’s End fancy dress pub crawl
(based on the darn good Cornetto trilogy) which is welcome to one and all!
Later, in a month’s time, we’ll be celebrating Halloween Avenger’s stylee,
dressing up and fighting crime (maybe
without the crime).If you’re into film
making we also have some pretty fancy
awards ceremonies coming up, so get
your gladrags at the ready, you might
get to win a Golden Tape award! We
were gonna end this with a film quote,
but we were just too busy having fun.

Before coming to Bangor University, my experience of field hockey
was minimal. But because I play dek
hockey (a.k.a ball/street hockey)
back home, it seemed like an obvious
choice. Even though it has been a difficult transition, there have been those
willing to help me from the beginning.
All the older players introduce themselves to you during Freshers’ Week;
they explain their roles and they are
very welcoming. Whether you join an
AU club because you are competitive
or to stay fit and healthy is up to you.
There is always occasional and goodhumoured banter. If you stick at it and
perform to the best of your ability,
you will earn respect from your teammates. The one main similarity with
dek hockey – it’s brutal.
By the way, I still don’t know all the
rules.

I genuinely believe that joining an
AU club was the single best decision I
have made during my time at Bangor.
Going into my fourth year I have been
an active member of Mens Rugby Union since the start of first year. It immediately opens up a massive network
of friends, and you’ll quickly get to
know the members of your club. If you
attend AU night socials with your club
on Wednesdays you’ll meet plenty of
members of TEAM BANGOR. Joining
is easy – every club is represented at
Serendipity during fresher’s week, and
most of them have Facebook pages
that you can join to inquire about all
kinds of stuff such as training times,
socials etc. You may have heard horror
stories about fresher hazing in clubs,
but this is not true – recruiting people
is a top priority and nobody wants to
turn people away. You won’t regret it,
especially when you have the gratifying feeling of being a part of a winning
team… get involved!

I MEET people in a hallway. After
the greetings I tell a story and get
some polite laughter in return, but
it feels like there is some invisible
space between us. The conversation
continues. I shrug. Maybe it wasn’t a
funny story after all.
Another day. Different people. It
happens again. It’s all right though,
maybe I just wasn’t interesting. Then
it happens again. And again. The
invisible space is still there and it’s
impossible to name it. Is it racism?
Prejudice? What?
Then someone admits it. People
have a harder time to socialize with
me since I’m foreign. It’s not racism
exactly, just a higher threshold. That’s
why I should make myself even more
approachable. Smile more. Tell funnier stories. I did try for a while and
ended up banging my head against
the invisible space out of frustration.
How can it be just about me?
I’m not blaming anyone. I’m sure
no-one does this on purpose. Forgive
the generalizing, but how could the
people representing the mainstream
really understand? Everyone speaks
their language, everything is familiar
to them. I’ve been there so I understand. A few years ago my schoolmate brought an exchange student to
this party and nobody talked to him.
Did I? Of course I didn’t. While in
your comfort zone, it’s impossible to
understand the invisible space.
Let’s play an imaginary game. A
person arrives into a country that is
only familiar from television. Everything that has ever been found familiar is suddenly different. You basically approach the new culture from
an outsider’s view. Of course it’s essential to be active yourself but how
can an outsider ever get in if no-one
invites them?
That’s why I plead, for all the new
international students; Talk to them,
ask them questions. While surrounded by strange things, nothing is more
comforting than talking about something familiar. I’ll do my part by making a promise. If someone recognizes
me on the street, you’re welcomed to
start a conversation with me. If you
just get past my funny accent.
As one of the results of the student
survey conducted last year, the International Student Support office
is now offering a trip to Edinburgh!
The trip takes place 22-24th November and lasts 3 days/2 nights. An Early Bird ticket (if bought before 16th
October) costs £165. As this is not
the only trip offered this academic
year, please see ‘Trips and Events’
at www.bangor.ac.uk/international/
support for the 2013/14 Events Programme.
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In Brief

Badger Cull
Underway

BUYING BIODIVERSITY

by BECCI JAMESON
TWO trial badger culls have started
in Somerset and Gloucestershire to
stop the spread of bovine tuberculosis, provoking strong opinions.
Protesters have gathered at the sites.,
and there is dispute among different
experts over whether these particular trials will have any impact on the
spread of TB in cattle. These trials
may influence other counties and it
is believed culling may soon start in
Wales. Is there an alternative to the
culls, which could well be rolled out
to other parts of the UK next year?
Some organisations, including Wildlife Trusts, believe that vaccination is
the answer.
“We believe not enough emphasis has been put on vaccination as a
viable tool,” Helen Trotman, from
Shropshire Wildlife Trust, said, “We
know it reduces infection in badgers.”
The Shropshire and Cheshire wildlife trusts are one year into a fiveyear vaccination scheme targeting a
1,000-hectare zone in the area.

Artic Ice
Darkening
ARCTIC sea ice is becoming darker
and less reflective. For the first time,
an analysis of 30 years of satellite data
for the Arctic Ocean has quantified
how much the reflectivity of Arctic
ice is diminishing, reporting that
the albedo, or reflectivity, at the end
of the summer is 15 per cent weaker
than it was 30 years ago. The melting
and darkening of the Arctic is a major
factor in climate change. It acts as a
positive feedback, because the more
ice melts or darkens, the more the
Arctic warms and the more ice melts.
It may help explain the speed of Arctic ice loss, which far exceeds the predictions of existing climate models.

Whales
Earwax Key
to Polution
The earwax plugs of whales have
been shown to record a number of
factors throughout the whales lifespan. Hormone changes, stress levels
and ocean pollutants that the whale
has come in contact with all show up
in this 25cm long wax plugs.
The plugs, which can weigh 250
grams, have different shades depending on the migration cycle. During a
blue whale’s six-month feeding season, earwax is light-coloured, filled
with fat from its rich diet. As it fasts
during migration, a darker layer
forms. These layers allow scientists to
age whales when they’re found dead

Owen Paterson Environment Secretary

by AL HULLEY

B

iodiversity offsetting will look
to reduce damage by conserving local areas in close proximity to housing developments within
Environmentally Sensitive areas. DEFRA published a detailed green paper containing information about the
proposed scheme. This plan plays on
the idea of benefiting the environment
without hindering economic growth,
as explained by Owen Paterson, the
Environment secretary: “Offsetting is
an exciting opportunity to look at how
we can improve the environment as
well as grow the economy.
“We want to hear from developer
and wildlife groups alike on how we

can simplify the existing planning
process while enhancing our natural
environment. There is no reason why
wildlife and development can’t flourish side by side.”
Last year 6 pilot localities were selected for a voluntary approach to offsetting, through the green paper system,
over a 2-year trial. In March, the government’s Ecosystems Markets Task
Force were keen for the scheme to be
rolled out nationwide recommending
it as a matter of priority. They also stated that offsetting would “revolutionise
conservation in England by delivering
restoration, creation and long term
management in an excess of 300,000
hectares of habitat over 20 years”. This
idea is not a new one; many countries

BAD NEWS
FOR BEES

by LAURA DOODY

B

ritish bees have more potentially bad news on the way as Asian
hornets sweep across Europe.
The hornets are not yet present in the
UK, however they have the potential
to cross the channel from France, as
they have already reached the Channel
Islands, devastating colonies of honey
bees.
Asian hornets are known to be aggressive, and stalk and kill honey bees
in order to reach the honey in their
hives, which they consider an easy
food source. As these hornets are an
invasive species, the bees do not have
an evolutionary defence mechanism
against them and so entire colonies
can be wiped out.
The hornets reached the Channel
Islands during early summer, and
islanders have been asked to report
sightings of nests, which can be up
to a metre tall and hang in trees. It is
thought that the hornets arrived in
shipping pallets used to transport produce from France.
As a member of the same taxonomi-

cal group as wasps, Asian hornets prefer warmer climatic conditions, and
so the warm summer experienced in
2013 has attracted the hornets to the
UK. Not only are the hornets a threat
to bees, but they could also be a threat
to humans. Their sting is stronger than
a wasp’s and humans can have bad reactions.
Bee populations are already under
threat in the UK for mainly unknown
reasons. However it is thought that
reduced populations could be due
to pesticide use, disease or the late
springs that have occurred in recent
years
A plan has been set up by DEFRA
(Department of Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs) to deal with these
hornets should they reach the UK.
This includes spring trapping, which
has been found to be fairly effective
in France. Individual bee keepers have
also been asked to regularly check
their hives for the presence of hornets.
It appears to be inevitable that these
hornets will reach the UK in the foreseeable future and so it is important to
prepare for this now.

have been trailing and practicing similar schemes for years. However, there
are always 2 sides to every story and
there is no exception here. Many environmental groups have highlighted
their issues with the scheme including
The Woodland Trust. They have protested against the inclusion of ancient
woodlands (more than 400 years old)
in the scheme because of their poor
resilience. The Woodland Trust has
also rejected the suggestion that the
future of these habitats should rest on
the proposed economic benefit of a
housing development.
Sue Holden (The Trust’s chief executive) was pleased that the green
paper gave recognition to the fact
these woodlands are irreplaceable. She

stated: “We need to see a more robust
use of planning law to support this,
ensuring that irreplaceable habitats
are treated as such.”
Other organisations have a negative
attitude towards the proposal such as
Friends of the Earth. Sandra Bell, their
nature campaigner, highlighted that
nature was “not something that can be
bulldozed in one place and recreated
in another at the whim of a developer.
However, despite opinion the majority
of this concept has been described as
sound because money received from
developers for minor damage could
be combined to invest in conserving a
larger area.

Asian Hornet: Arriving on British shores
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Research
at Bangor

Erogenous
zones
explained

by WILLIAM JOHNSON

T

he line between science fiction and reality is becoming
more and more blurred as the
exploration of Mars by machine, and
perhaps man has arrived. After over a
year on the surface of Mars, the NASA
rover Curiosity is preparing to analysis
conglomerate rock formations which
on Earth are formed by river systems.
This could provide concrete evidence

of large volumes of water flowing on
the surface of Mars. Although Curiosity has observed these formation
before, this analysis aims the confirm
speculation of historic water prior to
the launch of a new Mars rover in 2020.
The new Rover will be NASA’s project
to establish, not whether life currently
exists, but whether life existed in the
past on Mars. With regard to design,
very little will be altered from Curiosity but will be equipped with the tools,
sensors and experimental equipment

SeaWorld in
Deep Water
by GEMMA SIMMONS

T

heme park giant SeaWorld has
reportedly lost thousands of
dollars due to the release of the
groundbreaking documentary ‘Blackfish’. The documentary, by Gabriela Cowperthwaite, is centred around
killer whales in captivity, specifically a
performing bull orca called Tilikum,
who has been involved in three trainer
deaths during his time at SeaWorld.
The documentary compiles footage
and interviews from ex-SeaWorld
employees, who have decided to speak
out, in order to explore the animal’s
extraordinary nature, cruel treatment
in captivity and ultimately it is a defence of the species. Viewers are challenged to reconsider their relationship
to nature and are shown how little
humankind has learnt from these fellow mammals, which are described as
‘highly intelligent’ and ‘enormously
sentient’ throughout.
In the days following the release
of the documentary SeaWorld fans
around the world posted online photos of shredded SeaWorld tickets and
passes as millions worldwide pledged
to never attend another show at SeaWorld in order to stop funding this

cruelty. News also came that the documentary has inspired Pixar to change
the ending of the Finding Nemo sequel due to be released next year. It
also emerged in early May that India
had banned the keeping of all dolphins in captivity saying that “Confinement in captivity can seriously
compromise the welfare and survival
of all types of cetaceans by altering
their behaviour and causing extreme
distress” and that captivity is “morally
unacceptable”. This news only added
fuel to the Blackfish fire and inspired
millions to sign petitions to never pay
to see a captive cetacean again.
SeaWorld vice president published
a response to Blackfish strongly refuting all of the claims made throughout
the documentary such as that an orcas lifespan is dramatically reduced in
captivity compared to in the wild and
that some of their performing whales
were taken from their families, known
as pods, in the wild. It is claimed that
the life expectancy of an orca in the
wild is around 70-100 years while in
captivity it is around only 40 years.
The statement also claimed that SeaWorld hasn’t collected an orca from
the wild for over 35 years and that
most of their orcas are born in captivity.

to detect the effects of previous “astrobiology”. A major difference and
development is the Rover’s ability to
gather and store samples for collection. Although the collection method
has not been outlined NASA’s science
director John Grunsfeld said he hoped
it could be achieved sometime in the
2020s or 2030s going on to say “I
wouldn’t rule out that human explorers will go and retrieve the cache,” Is
this another step towards manned
missions to Mars and has our red

neighbour supported life in the past.
President Obama challenged NASA to
try to send people to the Mars in the
2030s, and a significant budget contribution has followed this challenge.
Resent coverage suggests the first men
and women to make it to Mars will be
staying there, but Canadian astronaut
Colonel Chris Hadfield who shot to
internet fame this year tweeting and
vloging from the international space
station has signed up for the trip.

OUR erogenous zones are odd.
There are certain areas of our bodies,
which if touched gently, create erotic
feelings, while other body parts do
not. Professor Oliver Turnbull from
Bangor University’s School of Psychology tested a theory was that our
erogenous zones lay next to genital
areas in one of several body ‘maps’
within our brain.
People were asked to rate 41 body
parts on a scale of how erogenous
they were. The survey revealed that
we all find pretty much the same areas of our bodies to be erogenous
despite age, race, culture, gender or
sexual preference. Professor Turnbull
explains: “We’re actually pretty stable
across all humans…. there are modest
differences between men and women,
but they have – I believe – been exaggerated”.

Welsh Sun

In Wales we receive around 1,400
sunshine hours each year although it
may feel far less on those rainy afternoons. If we could capture and convert a small fraction of that, we would
need no other source of generation to
meet all our energy needs. Solar experts at the School of Electronic Engineering have been working to develop
next generation PV devices, which
are potentially cheaper, can be integrated into buildings easier and are
potentially more suited to a climate
such as Wales. The materials used are
organic in nature, are not toxic and
can be printed onto flexible bases.

Blackberries
are no risk

It is the time of year when blackberries are ripe and nothing beats a
good apple and blackberry pie. But
are they safe? Could there be high
levels of toxic heavy metals due to
vehicle emissions in roadside fruit.
A scientific study undertaken by student James Slack aimed to determine
whether this was there was a risk.
Wild blackberries growing near busy
roads were collected from locations
around Bangor and Anglesey, along
with shop-bought blackberries, for
comparison. Professor Davey Jones,
who supervised the project said “The
take-home message of James’ results
is that, even in blackberries collected
at busy roadsides have … low risk to
human health. Indeed they potentially offer a number of health benefits
and of course are free!”
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EVENTS

MENAI SEAFOOD FESTIVAL
DATE: 31ST AUGUST 2013 - VENUE: MENAI BRIDGE, ANGLESEY
by JEZ HARVEY

F

ew places in Britain can claim to have a history with food as long as Anglesey. Known
for centuries before the Norman occupation as the “breadbasket of Wales”, it has in recent
years begun a journey that makes it an essential
spot for any serious food lover in Britain. Situated off the North Wales coast, Anglesey has always been a holiday destination but, as someone
who has spent holidays here all his life, it is only
recently that the island has become a place where
you can find excellent food in both the farmers
markets and restaurants, and the recent Menai
Seafood Festival is a culmination and a celebration of this, and was a great chance for Anglesey
to show off how far the island has come in recent
years.
Over 50 producers and local businesses had
stalls, and with over a thousand people visiting in the first hour alone, the streets of Menai
Bridge were flooded. Cookery demonstrations
from some of the top chefs on the island were
packed out constantly and the food stalls, selling
the best that Anglesey has to offer, were providing a hungry crowd with paella, Welsh Black beef
burgers and locally produced ice cream.
The roots of Anglesey’s food revolution has
roots, literally, all over the island. Phil Holland,
from Mon Ar Lwy, a Great Taste Award winning ice cream producer, spoke about the link
between the farmers and growers and those with
an entrepreneurial glint in their eye who can take
the best of what’s produced and turn it into great
food.

One example of these has been the success of
Hooton’s Homegrown. What started as a roadside stall selling strawberries nearly 25 years ago
has grown into a multiple award winning business, with two farm shops selling some of the
best meat and seasonal veg I’ve ever had, a cafe
that always seems to be heaving and a regular
face on the food festival circuit in Wales. Sandra,
who works for the family business, spoke about
the importance of locality. “People really care
where their food comes from now”, and went on
to talk about how people were much more aware.
The location of Anglesey makes being confident about where your food comes from much
easier than in most other places. Any car journey, walk or bike ride around the island will take
you past fields full of sheep and cows, as well as
the many crops that the fertile and warm climate
Anglesey. It’s not just the land that makes Anglesey so special though. The waters around the
island are teeming with fish and seafood to an
almost ridiculous degree. Maurice, pictured with
two of his tasty looking friends, has been fishing
for lobsters around the north coast of Anglesey
since 1959, and was doing a roaring trade in live
crabs and lobsters.
It’s not just the life in the water that has put Anglesey on the map, it’s the water itself. The best
known product from Anglesey is Halen Môn
Sea Salt and can be found in the kitchens of Rococo Chocolate and Heston Blumenthal. What
started as a pan on an aga top has kept it’s local
roots, and the award winning Smoked Sea Salt
is smoked by another small local firm, Derimon
smokery on the east coast of the island. It’s part-

nerships like these that have raised the level of
food right across Angesley.
Of course, it’s not just the producers that have
come on leaps and bounds. Ten years ago, you’d
have been hard pressed to find more than two
or three decent restaurants on the Island. The
Lobster Pot, to the north of the island, has been
serving the freshest seafood for decades, and the
Old Bulls Head has had a top notch restaurant
and bistro for some time now. It’s the last three
years that have seen the real growth of great
places to eat.
From small shacks selling the
best of what the
local
markets
can provide (such as The Marram Grass cafe
in Newborough, set up just over a year
ago by two young brothers) to the Oyster Catcher in Rhosneigr (where young
people get a chance to learn how
to be a professional chef) to
the fine dining restaurant Cennin, run
by Aled Williams,
known to most
from Great British
Menu. One of these
new food spots,
Dylan’s
in
Menai
Bridge, has been especially popular, and it was the
owner David, who was the
driving force behind the

festival.
After decades spent in some obscurity, with
poverty and unemployment rife, it seems a rejuvenation is finally happening. That it was
celebrated in Menai Bridge by so many people
is an excellent sign, and it can be hoped that it
continues.
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INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW
BANGOR UNIVERSITY
POLICING TEAM

Student Police

North Wales Police are dedicated to making sure that students are protected during their time at Bangor, and this year saw
the launch of a specialised University Policing Team. This month, Seren Editor Becki met up with PCSO Elin Roberts to find out
more about the team and the ways in which they can help students out.
L-R: PCOS Elin Roberts, PC Antonia Lloyd and PSCO Ahmed Refaat

What is the university police
team, and what are its main aims
and objectives?
The team consists of three of us:
PC Antonia Lloyd is a community
beat officer and the police officer
for university and she’s supported
by two PCSO’s, myself and PCSO
Ahmed Refaat. More than anything,
we just want to get our names out
there and help everyone to get to
know us. We’ve got a few things
we want to promote as well, which
is obviously that the safety of the
students is paramount to us,; we
want them to have as much fun as
possible, but we want them to stay
safe at the same time.
When did the team start?
Originally it was just Antonia who
took over in January this year, and
we were added on a few months
ago for extra support, and also so we
can expand the community policing
aspect of the station.
Are there officers to cover separate areas?
All three of us cover Bangor University, but Ahmed covers the mosque
as well, so he’s more with the international students.

Where is the team based?
We’re based here at the police
station Ffordd Gwynedd, opposite
Embassy, but we’re hoping to very
soon have an office in the university
building so people can come in as
they want

individually rather than the control
room, that’s fine as well.
Why speak to you rather than the
police in general?
Any police officer could help you,
but the advantage we have is that
we have contacts throughout the
university, and as we should have

‘THE POLICE CAN SEEM QUITE
INTIMIDATING, SO WE WANT TO BREAK
DOWN THAT WALL...

How can students contact you,
and what can they come to you
about?
We’ve got our own direct dial number, as well as our own personal
mobile numbers so students can
get in touch with us whenever they
like, one of us is pretty much always
on duty. We also have an email address, and we’re on Twitter and Facebook as well, if that’s their preferred
means of contact. They can talk to
us about anything they want, if they
just want safety advice or anything
really. If there’s an incident and they
would prefer to bring it to one of us

a base in the university itself soon,
we’ll probably be able to sort it out
quicker as well. We’d also have a bit
more of a personal touch.
Why is it important to have a
dedicated student team in Bangor?
I think it’s important that we have
that contact where the students can
get to know us, and then we can
form a sense of trust with the students; at the end of the day, we’re
human beings as well. Sometimes
the police can seem a bit intimidating, so more than anything we want
to break down that wall, and get that

contact going between us and the
students.
What are your top tips for staying safe?
Obviously we want people to enjoy
themselves; when you’re a student,
that’s of paramount importance. But
we just want people to keep their
safety in mind. Always go out in a
group, and never go home alone;
walk home with someone, or save
some money for a taxi. In terms of
burglaries, don’t leave valuables on
show, and always make sure to keep
your doors locked. We understand it
can be difficult in shared accommodation where everyone has lectures

at different times, but talk to each
other and aware.
We’re also promoting a new system
called Immobolise in Freshers’ Week.
You register the details of valuables
such as laptops, phones and games
concoles on our website, so if they
gets stolen, it’s marked in the database. If the item recovered by the
police, we can find it on the databse
and return it to its rightful owner.
We’ll be there at Serendipity, and
we’ll be around and on duty during
freshers week and at International
Registration, so if anyone wants to
come up and have a chat they’re
more than welcome.

GET IN CONTACT WITH
THE UNI POLICE TEAM
01248 670924 (direct dial)
bangoruniversity.policingteam@nthwales.pnn.police.uk
NWPBangorUniPolice
Bangor Bobbies
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Meet your Sabbatical Officers

Llywelyn Elidyr
Glyn
UMCB President

Antony Butcher

Ash Kierans

Nicola Pye

Rhys Taylor

President

VP Societies &
Community

VP Sport &
Healthy Livng

VP Education &
Welfare

HELLO folks!
Welcome to Wales, welcome to Bangor, and
welcome to Bangor Students’ Union. Bangor
Students’ Union is your Students’ Union. We’re
completely independent from the University,
which means that we can campaign and lobby
for change on your behalf.
It doesn’t matter if you’re a first year undergraduate, a final year post-graduate, internation-

SU
General
meeting

al student or a distance learner, there are loads
of ways you can get involved and get your voice
heard. Why not pop along to our GM next week?
We’ve had some big successes recently – winning 24/7 library opening hours for you, winning a million pounds for disability access, winning free access to clubs and societies… and
we’ve got some great plans for the year. If you’ve
got any bright ideas, head to our website and let

us know! Together, we will work to enrich and
advance your student experience :)
The Union also offers loads of sports clubs,
societies, and volunteering projects to keep you
entertained and active. You can try your hands at
new things, from comedy to medieval re-enactment, from Gaelic football to handball, and from
learning Welsh to playing Quidditch.
Alongside all of this is UMCB, the Welsh Un-

ion. This provides events and support for all
Welsh speakers and learners. You can find us on
Victoria Drive, behind Bar Uno.
You can also check us out online at www.bangorstudents.com, as well as checking us out on
facebook (facebook.com/bangorstudentsunion)
and twitter (@bangorstudents).

Serendipity!

Save the
Student!

NUS Extra card only costs £12
WE’RE kicking everything off with
our first General Meeting of the year!
The SU GM is your opportunity to
come along and have your say on the
Students’ Union.
Your Sabbatical officers will be letting you know what they’ve been up
to over the summer, and what they’re
planning for the upcoming year.
You’ll have an opportunity to question them about things that affect you
and the work that they have been engaged in to make your student experience better.
We’ll be presenting our budget for
the year, as well as presenting a few
tweaks to our constitution – the governing document that sets out what
we can and can’t do, and how we
can do it. Don’t forget – this is your
chance to have your say on what we
are planning to get up to! The AGM is
at 7pm on Thursday the 3rd of October. Last time we had standing room
only, so make sure you get there early
if you’d like a seat…
Clubs and Societies are reminded
that they each need to send 2 members to the AGM in order to be eligible for SU grant money next year. If
you are unable to send two members,
you must send your apologies.

We’ve signed up more than 50
local businesses
You can buy and collect yours
on the same day in the SU
The average yearly saving with
your NUS Extra card is over £500!

Serendipity
[ser-uhn-dip-i-tee]
means a “happy accident” or “pleasant surprise”; specifically, the accident
of finding something good or useful
without looking for it.
Serendipity is the Bangor SU Fresher’s fair. If you’ve not heard of these
before you’re in for a treat! For 2 days
during Welcome Week we’ll be gathering over 100 Societies, over 50 Sports
Clubs, and more than 20 different Volunteering Projects, not to mention the

cream of the local business crop who
are all looking to give you freebies,
vouchers and the opportunities to
sign up to represent Bangor in a Club
or Society! You can also pick up your
Love Bangor NUS Extra card, which
bags you tonnes of savings.
If that isn’t enough, don’t forget that
all of our clubs and societies are COMPLETELY FREE! We’re pretty much
unique in offering free access across
the UK – in other Universities some

activities can cost over £50 each! So
make sure you get involved, try something new, gain new skills, meet new
people, make yourself more employable, all whilst having an amazing time!
This year Serendipity will be held
on Wednesday 25th September (12.00
-6.00 pm) and Thursday 26th September (10.00 am - 3.00 pm) at PJ Hall and
the Outer Quad area, in the Main Arts
building, where we will see exhibitions
and marquees throughout the day.

So whether you’ve just got here, recently returned, or never left, now is a
great time to pick up your NUS Extra
card!
If this wasn’t enough, we beavered
away to create Love Bangor – our
own (free) little addition to the NUS
Extra card which all Bangor students
get automatically.
You’ll benefit from discounts at local theatres, shops, salons and everything in between. Keep an eye out
for the Love Bangor window stickers
for these additional savings – and the
best part is you’ll be supporting local
businesses too!
For a full list of all the local benefits,
check out bangorstudents.com/lovebangor
For more tips on how to save money
turn to page 24!
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SOCIETIES
Student Cut Films
Presents!

W

E are Student Cut Films
and we invite you to join
us!
Our society is THE society you
want to be in if, like us, you’re a massive film nerd! Our aim is to combine
screenings and film-making, and to
allow anyone to participate the way
they want.
If you are really disappointed by the
fact that there is no cinema in Bangor, cheer-up: we organise free film
screenings every week, where you can
enjoy very classy arty films as well as
amazing blockbusters...
If you don’t get tired of talking
about what you have watched and
loved or hated, please come and share
it with us: We never tire of debating
the Seventh Art.
Finally, if you want to experiment
the joys of a film-set, or if you have already been part of a film production
and want to do it again, Student Cut
Films is perfect for you. We can provide people and equipment to help
you make your projects come to life.
Our screenings are every Thursday
(except during Freshers’ week when
it’s Wednesday!) at 6pm in the Academi Cinema Room. We’ll be meeting
Wednesday 2nd October to discuss
our future filming adventures! (room
TBC).
Find us on Facebook at: https://
www.facebook.com/studentcutfilms
Upcoming Screenings are:

Wednesday 25th September

The Place Beyond the Pines
Thursday 3rd October

Looper

Thursday 10th October

Sharknado

Thursday 17th October

I Give It a Year

Thursday 24th October

Warm Bodies

Thursday 31st October

New Evil Dead

P

Come and join PsychSoc!

sych Society is the
largest society within
Bangor University,
committed to putting on
both Academic and Social
events for the enrichment
of both the student and local populace. To become a
member all you need to do
is apply on our Facebook
page, you don’t need to be

a part of the Psychology department or even the university. Being the Society
behind the award winning
Masquerade Ball and many
other events such as the
Jazz Night, Psych Society
is now committed to bring
you another spectacular
event: The Bangor Variety
Fest. A festival that includes

Thursday 7th November

Sightseers

Thursday 14th November

The Great Gatsby

Thursday 21st November

Get Lucky

Thursday 28th November

L’auberge Espagnole
Thursday 5th December

Love Actually

Thursday 19th December

Elf

Model U.N
Society

Gilbert & Sullivan
Society

T

ABU is a new society dedicated
to experimental and physical
theatre, and we are affiliated
with the Theatre Department at Bangor University.
We look to help and develop student
theatre practice while opening up new
and innovative avenues for contemporary art. We aim to scare, shock, break
boundaries and create interactive and

tival is on the 29th of September 2013, up at PJ Hall
starting at 7:30 PM. Tickets
cost £5 or £7 on the door.
All proceeds go to supporting the charities: Happy
Faces, McMillian nurses
and Hope House.

H

ello, we’re the Bangor University Gilbert and Sullivan
Society, we’re going into our
2nd year of existence this year and its
looking to be a very interesting year
so we hope to get a chance to see you
all during it! As you can see from our
picture we very recently put on a production of the Mikado which went
ahead very successfully in a very
short time frame! This year we will
be opening with one of Gilbert and
Sullivan’s most renowned operettas
‘The Pirates of Penzance’ and we’d
like you to be involved! So keep and
eye out for one of our audition posters in the coming weeks and come
and join us for a very exciting year!

Volunteer
at Bangor’s
Nightline

M

odel United Nations Society represents a forum to
debate and discuss international issues.
We gather once a week at 6 pm on
Monday to debate an international
topic, talk about current international affairs and the goings on of
the UN.
We welcome all levels of experience in debating, although if you
can argue a point then you will do
just fine! our society is organised
around our Facebook group so have
a look at Bangor Model United Nations, look for Harry and Paul at the
stall in serendipity if you have any
questions or email the society on the
Student Union website.

some of the universities finest societies Bangor has to
offers. The show has acts
including plays and exerts
from our performing societies, SODA, BEDS and
ROSTRA. Stand ups and
Impromptus sections from
Comedy society, sections
from Dance society and
much much more! The Fes-

N

ightline is a confidential listening and information service run by students for stu-

unforgettable experiences. We have
many projects throughout the year
and can offer discounts on theatre
props that students have to purchase
for their theatrical course. Our first
performance will be an interactive
experience, turning one of the tower
rooms into another world, at the psych
fest. Come see us at Serendipity if you
want to get involved.

dents!
During term time, every day from
8pm til 8am, you can call us. We are
available to you all night for whatever
you may need, be it phone numbers,
queries, exam timetables or more
serious things you may wish to talk
about.
Nightline volunteers are well trained
and here to listen and the service is
completely confidential and anony-

mous.
Being a volunteer is a great way
to help other students and make
new friends. Come along and see
us at Serendipity, where we’ll tell
you all about ourselves, how you
can use the service or get involved
as a volunteer and even meet our
cuddly mascot Dafydd the bear.
E-mail: nightline@bangorstudents.
com
Phone: 01248 383880
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SOCIETIES
Bangor
University
Strings
WE are a fresh, fun, student-run
string orchestra who has been looking to bring string performers of varying standards together to learn and
engage with a diverse array of music
and have some fun in the process :)
Whether you’re a complete beginner or an advanced player, join us for
our first rehearsal: Sunday 29th September, 6.45-8pm
You can also find us on our Facebook page: BUSO - Bangor University String Orchestra

MOBS

MOBS (Minecraft Oriented Bangor
Society) became an official society
in 2011, following the Bangor-based
success of our admin’s privately run
server. For MOBS members; playing
on the server is a great way to take
a break from the stress of uni work,
or for first years - a break from clubbing! We host weekly socials along
with occasional cinema nights, LAN
parties and outings, including the
London and Telford Comic-Cons.
The server itself is made up of four
main worlds; Survival, Creative, FlatCreative and War. The last is due to
be relaunched in autumn 2013, using
a plugin written just for MOBS along
with a specially made custom map.
We also host regular server-based
events including Hunger Games,
The Walls and an inter-uni contest
with Aberystwyth’s Minecraft society. Head to mobsoc.co.uk to sign up,
join the facebook group and place
some blocks!

Christian
Union

NOT feeling so fresh after a whole
week of Freshers? Already missing
Mum’s cooking? Or just made that
unfortunate discovery you have already spent the entirety of your student loan?
Don’t despair or cry into yet another pot noodle we have the perfect
remedy. The Christian Union who
run events throughout the year designed to serve the university are at
it again, armed with tea, cake and
plenty of fresh music. Join the CU as
they host an acoustic café where you
can relax and rejuvenate to the sweet
sounds of a man with a box and even
hang out on a real life sofa. Everyone
is welcome so bring along those new
flatmates, coursemates, that random
person you found on a night out,
or just yourselves. For more info
head to https://www.facebook.com/
groups/BangorCU/

B

reast cancer awareness charity CoppaFeel! have recruited
student volunteers to head up
teams across the country. Known as
Uni Boob Team’s student volunteers
will be promoting the CoppaFeel!
SMS reminder service which sends
the recipient a free text reminder to
check their boobs each month.
Founded in October 2009 by Kristin Hallenga who herself was misdiagnosed twice with breast cancer at
age 23; and now lives with secondary
breast cancer. CoppaFeel!’s mission is
to ensure all breast cancers are diagnosed at the earliest stage possible. At
which treatments are more effective
and survival rates higher, and the best
way of doing that is to get everyone
in the country checking their boobs
regularly.
Each year CoppaFeel! instigates a

new campaign; this year it is all about
signing up your fingers (aka your little soldiers) to check your boobs.
Themed around the army, students
will be invited to go to recruitment
stations – manned by the Uni Boob
Team to receive enrolment cards and
medals for enlisting their fingers to
coppafeel.
Kristin Hallenga said, “You have an
army at your fingertips. Use your little soldiers each month to coppafeel
of your boobs. Early detection saves
lives.”
By cultivating a strong student presence CoppaFeel! wants to eradicate
the taboos and common misconceptions around checking boobs from
a young age. CoppaFeel!’s goal is to
make you, and the people around
you, realise that the sooner they start
checking in life, the more comfortable

they will be knowing what is normal
for them and take a habit into later
life that could one day save their lives.
So that all breast cancers are detected
early.
CoppaFeel!’s aim is to be at every
University in the UK. This year the
campaign is being supported by
boohoo who have equipped teams
with lots of merchandise and a 20%
discount to boohoo.com for every student who enlists their little soldiers!
Further helping the teams promote
CoppaFeel!’s important message; that
knowing your boobs could save your
life.
Here at Bangor University we are
doing lots of planning for events
throughout the year, in which everyone can get involved in. We’ll be at
Serendipity asking people to sign up
to the free monthly reminder service

as well as signing up enthusiastic people to become part of our team. If you
fancy joining then come and find us,
we won’t be hard to miss!
Your Uni Boob Team will be hosting
a whole host of activities in order to
get you boob aware, to join the team
contact your Uni Boob Team Leader
Sarah Jones via tweeting @UBTBangor
Follow the Uni Boob Team on Twitter - @uniboobteam for updates on
what is going on at campuses across
the country!
Visit www.uniboobteam.com to find
out more about the campaign and
discover photos of what uni boobiebased shenanigans are happening up
and down the country!

Wales UOTC

E

njoyed reading Seren so far?
Then why not think about joining us?
With societies and clubs being free
to join, why not give in to your inner
journalist and join Seren!
Seren has been an important part of
Bangor University for over one hundred years, though we weren’t called
Seren way back when!
One of the best things about being a
part of Bangor’s English Language Student Newspaper is how rewarding it
can be. Not only do you get to see 2500
copies of your hard work distributed
around Bangor, but you gain tonnes
of journalistic experience at the same
time.
Seren is such an amazing society that
at last year’s Societies Awards, we won
‘Society of the Year’! With our 30th anniversary coming up soon and many
other events on the horizon, such as
our annual fundraiser 90s Night (renowned as one of the best nights of the
year), it’s bound to be another exciting
year.

Seren is a society that allows you
to choose your commitment level. If
you’re the kind of person who joins a
society and gives it their all then why
not consider running to be one of the
following Sub-Editor’s;
Deputy of
Design, Fashion, Health and Beauty,
Books, Arts and Culture, or Science.
If none of them take your fancy then
why not come along and suggest a
page we don’t already have? At Seren
we always after some new ideas.But
if you can’t commit a lot of time, you
can always come and write for us, or
maybe even be a Seren photographer
or designer.
Come and find us for a chat at our
Serenipity stall on 26th and 27th September, where you can find out more
about the roles available and what
being a member of Seren is like (we
might even have some freebies to give
out!). Our first Seren meeting of the
year will be on the 2nd of October at
Bar Uno, where you’ll have the opportunity to meet the team and . Hope to
see you soon!

W

ales Universities’ Officer
Training Corps (WUOTC)
is a branch of the Army Re-

serve.
Bangor Company is one of 5 companies within WUOTC that officer
cadets join voluntarily and are under
no commitment to serve after their
studies. We train every Tuesday night
and come together for weekends
throughout Wales for military exercises, adventurous training and social
functions.
The first year of OTC involves learning the basic principles of soldieringfrom weapons handling to navigation
at night.
In second year, you’ll develop leadership and management skills. This
modular package revolves around the
7 question combat estimate and the
process of delivering formal orders.
It’s not all work and no play however!
Many officer cadets regard themselves
as having some of the best social lives
in the university. Whether you’re returning to the bar after a day’s training

or with the whole unit enjoying one of
our many regimental dinners there is
plenty of fun to be had.
Adventurous training is a vital part
of personal development and teamwork. WUOTC has planned some
incredible trips oversees, including
skiing in the Alps, sailing in Croatia
and parachuting in California.
WUOTC also has teams for rugby,
football, cross country, netball and
hockey. They compete against teams
from all branches of the Armed Forces as well as civilian teams throughout
Wales. Every year we compete against
other UOTCs annually at the Queen’s
Cup - a high standard of performance
by WUOTC means we are usually
very successful.
If you are interested in joining or
wish to learn more about entry requirements or pay and benefits join
our facebook page (facebook.co.uk/
bangorotc) or come and find us during Serendipity- We’ll be the ones in
uniform!
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SOCIETIES
Fun loving
GeogSoc!

BANGOR Geographical Society
is one of Bangor’s biggest and most
popular societies and this year promises to be the best year yet with an enthusiastic committee along with the
celebration of our 10th anniversary!
There are already many events, socials and campaigns planned and we
want as many of you to get involved
with us. Not everyone has to be a Geographer; we welcome anyone from
any subject who wants to have fun
with a bunch of great people.
So come and find us at Serendipity on Wednesday and Thursday, our
stall will have the large globe balloons! Don’t forget to join us on our
first social after Fresher’s week, more
details will be on our Facebook page.
Find us on:
E-Mail:geogsoc@undeb.bangor.
ac.uk
Website: http://bangorgeogsoc.wix.
com/official-website
Facebook: Search ‘Bangor Geographical Society’
Twitter: @BangorGeogSoc

The Afro-Caribbean Society
colloborating with the North
Wales Jamaican Society
December 2012

Welcome to the Afro-Caribbean
Society!

by ETA USO

O

n behalf of the Afro-Caribbean Society, I welcome back
each and every member of
the Afro-Caribbean Society from the
holidays and also all the new students
to Bangor University.
The Afro-Caribbean Society (ACS)
aims to bring together people with a
common interest in the African and
Caribbean culture.
Membership is free and is open to

all regardless of race, nationality, colour, gender or religion. The society
often organizes a variety of cultural,
educational, social and sporting activities with emphasis on the unique
and beautiful African and Caribbean
culture.
Last year was a great year for the
society as a whole. Not only did we
celebrate the Black History Month
in Cardiff, we went a step further by
bringing the Black History Event back
to Bangor. We couldn’t do any less as
the Black History Month is a period
set aside for the celebration of the
black culture and that’s who we are;
#Black&Proud.
We also hosted the most extravagant
End of Year Party ever done by a Bangor University society since 1884. Our
End of Year party was grand on so
many levels. We held it at the exclusive
Rathbone Dinner hall, with a capacity
to house 300 people, and still we filled
it to the max on the event night.
Yet we didn’t stop there. We achieved
a major first as the only society in Bangor University to open its event doors
to all residents of the city of Bangor in
general and we didn’t charge a penny
for entry! Your mind might be wandering right now but that’s the reality,

Afro-Caribbean Society was indeed
ready and prepared to host the world
for FREE and guess what? We did it!
We recorded another in-house success
at the End of Year party by having the
largest ever turn-out of blacks in the
history of events hosted by the AfroCaribbean Society. The turnout was
breath-taking!
Not only did we know that we did
exceptionally well in the past year,
the Media wing of the Student Union
no doubt felt our impact, not only
obliging the request of the P.R.O for a
newspaper showcase, but out of their
own accord went ahead to give us a
full-page showcase in the December
edition of the most widely read college
newspaper in the whole of England
and Wales (Seren Newspaper).
Our successes as a society in the
past year are so numerous that they
all cannot go into one press release
and would require hundreds of daily
editions if we had to put it all in text
and even at that, we would still not be
done.
If you thought that last year was a
major success (which it indeed was),
hold your breath and get set because
in the Afro-Caribbean Society, the latter is always greater than the former.

In 2013, we achieved even more as we
staged a magnificent show at the university’s One World Gala Night. Our
outing at the event was so magnificent
such that we have not ceased to have
an unending stream of commendations till this day. We did it again when
we all came out together early in the
year to witness the finals of our continent’s football championships, The
African Cup of Nations. As a society,
it was indeed a memorable moment
having lots of Africans of different
nationalities under one roof for one
game for one winner. The atmosphere
was electric!
I wish to once again welcome all the
old, new and prospective members of
the Afro Caribbean Society to Bangor
University. This new academic session
is going to be even greater than the
former.
As the current Exco of the society
completes their tenure this September, may I also use this opportunity
to implore all members of the AfroCaribbean Society to as usual, keep
the Society flying and never should
anyone relent, as this is our identity.
Feel free to join us and experience
us for yourself: www.facebook.com/
groups/bangoracs

Win iPad
Mini with
Pontio

JOIN the Pontio mailing list during Serendipity 2013 (September
25-26), in person at the Pontio stand,
and be in with a chance to WIN AN
IPAD MINI!
By joining the Pontio mailing list,
you’ll get to be the first to hear about
events, news and special offers. You’ll
also get sneak previews and priority
booking ahead of the arts and innovation centre’s opening in 2014.
Only one ipad mini on offer. One
entry per person. Pontio staff not eligible to enter.
Exclusive to Serendipity 2013.

PhotoSoc!
DO you love photography? If so
then Bangor University’s Photography Society is the place for you!
Here at PhotoSoc we are a group of
like-minded individuals with a keen
passion for all things photography
related. Whether you’re a beginner
with a camera phone, or have been
photographing your way around
with a DSLR for years, come along to
PhotoSoc where we will take you in
with open arms, as everyone is welcome regardless of their skill level.
We have many photography opportunities, workshops, tutorials, socials
and trips throughout the year for you
to join in with. Why not come along
to our meetings that take place every
Monday in the Wheldon building
at 7:30pm and be a part of our ever
growing PhotoSoc family.
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THE SEREN
CROSSWORD
Across

SUDOKU!
EASY

2. Bangor’s pier (5)
4. Singer-songwriter from Bangor (5)
6. Student volunteering society (3)
7. ____ FM, Bangor’s student radio (5)
9. ____ Strait (5)
Down
11. Freshers’ Fair (11)
1. Rhys ___, Welsh actor and
13. Student bar (3)
honourary fellow of Bangor (5)
16. Bangor nightclub (4)
3. Official university nightclub (7)
17. The ____, famous band who stayed 5. Student accomodation site (10)
iin Bangor in the 60s (7)
8. Bangor sports centre (4,4)
19. Highest mountain in Wales (7)
10. John ____, comedian and Bangor
20. Bangor shopping centre (7)
alumni (8)
12. Danny ____, film director and
Bangor graduate (5)
14. Arts centre under construction (5)
15. Student newspaper (5)
18. County in which Bangor is located (7)

BESPOT THE
DIFFERENCE
Look at the
‘identical’ photos
of our SU sabbs,
can you find the
six differences?

AFTER
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FRESHERS’ GUIDE TO BANGOR
3
1

4

2
Mike’s Bites

Hands down, the best place for a fry up in
Bangor is Mike’s Bites. From the standard English breakfast, to the legendary Greedy Bastard
challenge, Mike’s is there for all your greasy
food needs. Stop in with your friends for a late
breakfast after an early morning lecture, or fight
your way out of a hangover with a pint of tea
while trying to figure out just what happened
last night.

The Late Stop

Late Stop is Bangor’s only 24 hour convinience
shop, and was voted Most Student Friendly in our
Seren Awards. Whether you’re picking up some
extra alcohol because the pubs have shut and you
don’t want the night to end, or you’re pulling an all
nighter and need biscuits and an energy drink to
see you through ‘till morning, Late Stop is there for
all of your 4am needs.

The Belle Vue

The Belle Vue is one of the most popular pubs in
Bangor (winning Best Pub in our Seren Awards)
and it’s not hard to see why. With friendly staff and
a great atmosphere, it’s a good stop off on a pub
crawl or a great place to spend your whole night.
As well as serving a good selection of beers, wines
and spirits, they have a good food menu, and a
fantastic courtyard beer garden, which often hosts
local and university music groups.

Bella Bella

Bella Bellas is a must after a good night out
when nothing will sate your hunger like a portion of chips, pizza or a good donner kebab.
One of the best value takeouts in Upper Bangor, with friendly staff and generous portions,
nothing beats a Bella’s.

6
5

8

7
The Tap and Spile

Pizza House

The Pier Cafe

Pizza House was voted the Best Takeout in
Bangor, and they have a lot to offer. They have a
huge range of pizza, as well as burgers and sides,
and their food is affordable and delicious. They
have an online delivery service that’s great for
nights in, and their convenient location in Upper Bangor makes it an essential stop on the way
home from a night out for many a student.

The Pier Cafe has a somewhat legendary status
in Bangor, and it’s somewhere you definitely need
to visit during your time here. The opening times
are slightly unpredictable, meaning repeat visits
may be necessary, but the tea and scones are totally worth it, as well as the stunning views of the
Straits.

9

Although it’s a bit of trek for the average student,
The Tap and Spile is worth the visit. An old fashioned pub with a good atmosphere, the Tap also
won Seren’s Best Value for Money Award, meaning
you’re getting a good deal.
They also serve some great pub grub for decent
prices, including a Sunday roast, and are renowned for having some of the best hangover
food in Bangor.

Crumbs

Crumbs is like Bangor’s very own local version of Subway, except it’s cheaper, healthier and
- honestly - tastier. They serve a wide variety of
breads and fillings, meaning you can recreate your
favourite sandwhich at half the price, as well as a
range of salads and jacket potatoes with fillings.
A great place to pop in for lunch if you’re on the
High Street.

11
10

That Vintage Shop

G. Williams and Son

That Vintage Shop is a shopping experience
like no other, as you’ll be able to tell the second you step into the eclectically decorated
staircase. The shop sells a dazzling variety of
vintage men and women’s clothing, as well
as shoes and accessories. It’s a great place if
you’re looking for something a little bit different, and at very reasonable prices as well.

.

The

Repeatedly rated one of the best businesses in
Bangor, and winning the Voter’s Choice in the
Seren Awards last year, G.Williams and Son Butchers is a much loved local business in the heart of
the High Street. Serving hot food and drinks
alongside their fresh and locally sourced cuts, their
bacon baps will take the edge off the very worst of
9am lectures.

TATTOO AND ART STUDIO

Blue Sky

Recognised nationally for their excellent food,
The Blue Sky cafe is one of the best eateries in
Bangor. Winner of the Best Local Independent Business in the Seren Awards, their ethical,
locally sourced and high quality food always
keeps people coming back for more.
Blue Sky also host a variety of events, including performances from local music groups, poetry readings and film screenings.

Snowdon Books
Snowdon Books is a second-hand book shop
located towards the top end of the high street,
opposite Wetherspoons. Small, but packed to
the rafters, and from every angle, with a huge
variety of very cheap books, the shop is great
value for money on top of being a warm and
cosy environment to browse in. A must for
book-lovers.
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ROGUES GALLERY

12

14

16

01248 355140

The Rogues Gallery

Sparks

Relics

The winners of both the Best Tattoo Studio and
Bangor’s Favourite Business, The Rogues Gallery is
a real high quality business. With their highly talented and professional staff, whether your getting
your first tattoo or piercing, or you’re a full-sleeved
ink veteran, you’ll receive helpful guidance to help
you get what you’re looking for. They also sell cool
jewellery and some unique antique items.

One of few fancy dress shops in Bangor, Sparks
is there for all of your fancy dress needs. From
pirates and superheroes, cowboys and cavegirls,
they’ve got it all. You can buy a full costume, or
pick form accessories such as wigs, masks and
face paint to perfect your outfit. This small shop
gets extremely busy around big events like Halloween, go get there early!

Another hidden gem behind the High Street is
Relics, a cut price furniture shop. Whether you’re
looking to furnish a house you just moved into, or
you want to make your halls room look a little bit
more personal, Relics sells everything from quirky
decorations to chairs and tables, all at a price that
won’t break the bank.

Snowdon
While not technically in Bangor, Mount Snowdon is definitely worth a visit. As the highest
mountain in Wales, it offers some of the most
beautiful views in the country. There are several
different routes up the mountain, some far more
dangerous than others, but none should be attempted without preparation. Alternatively, you
can take the Mountain Railway to the cafe and
visitor centre at the mountain’s summit. Whichever you choose, Snowdon is a fantastic day out.

Find our
stands at any
of the
points or pick up a
copy from any of these locations
- Your halls kitchen
- Students’ Union
- Rathbone and Garth
- JP Hall

- Academi Shop
- Uno
- Fridd Shop
- Neuadd Willis
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Fire Safety
Guide
A

few weeks ago, Seren were invited back to the Bangor
Fire Station for a cup of tea and a chat with our friendly neighbourhood firefighters. Editor Becki, travel editor Steph, and film editor Becci sat down with the guys at the
station to find out what Bangor Fire Station has been doing
for students this year. As well as giving us some cool statistics, they told us all about their efforts to raise awareness of
fire safety in the community, from running youth clubs and
workshops in local schools, to visiting first years in their flats
during Freshers Week to give safety advice. Afterwards, they
took us to get kitted out, complete with the heavy breathing apparatus and helmets, and showed us around the fire
engines (or ‘pumps’, as the guys call them). We were even
allowed to use the hose! But as well as being a good laugh,
the guys at Bangor Fire Station are complete professionals
and work extremely hard to keep you guys safe.

Bangor Fire Station’s main campaign this year is to stop students from covering
the fire alarms in their rooms. Although it may be tempting to do it so you can
have a cheeky cigarette, you’re putting yourself, as well as everyone in your flat
and your building, in serious danger. Anyone caught doing this will face serious consequences from the Halls Office, which could include, heavy fines, being
kicked out of Halls or even being prosecuted.
The Station are also focusing their efforts on HMO’s (houses of multiple occupancy). If you’re concerned about your house’s safety, contact the Station
and one of the firefighters will come round to fit and test a smoke alarm for
free. They’re not there to get you in trouble with your landlord, they just want
you and your housemates to be safe!

Safety Tips

1. Test your fire alarm regularly
2. Organise a fire plan with your housemates in case of an emergency
3. Don’t cook drunk. It’sone of Bangor’s biggest fire risks, so support the
local takeaways instead!
4. Check your electricals - don’t leave laptops on beds, and don’t
overload the sockets.
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FRESHERS GUIDE

YOUR FRESHERS GUIDE FOR STAYING CLEAN,
SAFE AND TEAR-FREE DURING FRESHERS
WEEK
University is a great time in a person’s life and fresher’s week is so much fun! There is nothing in the world wrong
with drinking alcohol or even getting intoxicated now and then. But waking up in bed with a stranger and no idea
how he/she got there is not a part of the fun. Nor is failing all your exams because you took an exam with the hangover from hell, or contracting HIV, or having an unwanted pregnancy, or winding up dead in a traffic accident.
By STEPHANIE YEABSLEY

A

lcohol is probably the biggest danger to students
during Fresher’s week and
throughout the whole year, Over
alcohol consumption can be easy
to do, and can leave you in a dangerous and unwelcome situation.
By following these six simple rules,
you can stay safe while still having
a fantastic time.
1. Eat first. We know you’re on
a student budget, but if you can
afford Tesco value vodka, you can
afford some food. Going out on an
empty stomach is never a sensible
idea.
2. Be well hydrated. Drinking
plenty of water before you start
drinking prevents you from becoming dehydrated. Some believe
that a glass of water between each
drink can stop hangovers. So what
have you got to lose?
3. Do not drink alone. Drinking
is a fun social activity that should

be enjoyed. Drinking alone and
going out alone can be dangerous and should be avoided. Making sure you are with a friend at all
times is vital.
4. Don’t let strangers buy you
a drink. I know, I know, free drink!
This can be harmless; however
there are a lot of people out there
who might slip something into
your drink.
5. Know your limit. It can be fun
to join in drinking games, or do
numerous numbers of shots, but
there’s nothing worse – or scarier
than going over your limit and not
knowing who you are or what’s
happening.
6. Don’t mix your drinks. Try
and stick to one drink throughout
the night. I know it’s tempting to
mix when jagerbombs are 3 for £5,
even though you’ve been drinking wine beforehand, but you’ll be
safer (and feel much better in the
morning) if you stick to one drink.

SEX

DRUGS

ALCOHOL

D

rugs are extremely dangerous, not to mention illegal.
We know it can be tempting
when others around you are doing
it. not to mention the peer pressure
from new friends and flatmates to act
like they do.
The best advice I can give is to just
say no. Never do something you do
not want to do. Many students will
partake in drug taking during freshers week as a way to “fit in” with new
friends. However, if you feel uncomfortable just walk away. There are
plenty of students at Bangor who
will not be drug users, and plenty of
chances to make new friends - once
who won’t force you into situations
you feel uncomfortable in.
For more infortmation on drugs
there are helplines and websites. Visit
www.talktofrank.com or call them on
0800776600. Alternatively, speak to
your local GP.

50% of young
people between
16 and 25 say they
have tried drugs.

I

t is fairly possible that at some
point in your three/four years
at university you will have sex,
and theres very little anyone can
do to stop this. However, what is
easy to stop is dangerous, un-safe
sex.
One night stands. Many people,
male and female, go out with one
intention - to pull and bring said
person back for the night. Now
whilst there is nothing wrong
with a bit of harmless fun, 9 times
out of 10 you do not know this
person or more importantly, their
sexual history.
Therefore it is important to always carry a condom with you
on nights out and make sure you
use them during sex. This not only
prevents unwanted pregnancies
but stops sexually transmitted
diseases such a HIV and Chlamydia. Lets face it, no one wants
a baby during university, do they?

If you need any help then visit
the Sexual Health Clinic in Bangor
or call them on 01248 385385. If
you are worried about anything
or need to talk then visit your local GP.

Cannabis can
decrease a mans
sperm count and for
a pregnant woman
produce a smaller
baby.

10,000
people a year
are hospitalised due to
alcohol.
Alcohol is a factor in:
- 30% of sexual
offences
- 30% of burglaries
- 50% of street crime

If you have had frequent sex,
especially with multiple partners
it is important to regularly have
check ups. Even if you believe you
have had safe sex testing for STI’s
is important, and it is always useful just to make sure.
Most importantly, make sure
you are able to say no. If you do
not want sex, then make sure
the other person knows this. You
should never get yourself into a
situation where you feel uncomfortable. If you feel you have been
pressured into sex or you feel this
may happen you must tell someone as soon as possible, and make
sure you are getting help.

The average
person will spend
600 hours having
sex between the
ages of 20 and 70.
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TV LICENCE

It is illegal to watch live television from
your tv or on the internet without a TV
licence. If you do want to watch live tv in
halls then you need a licence per room.
However there are many ways to get
around this by using the popular video
streaming websites such as Netflix and
Lovefilm which always have great sign
up offers and even give you the opportunity to have a free thirty day trial.
The TV licensing company could also
lead you to believe that catch up services provided by many television broadcasting websites on the internet need a
licence as well. However if you are just
watching pre-recorded programmes
then this is completely legal!
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WHAT DISCOUNTS
CAN I GET?

NUS Extra and Love
Bangor Card

Pubs and Clubs

One of the best student discount cards
is the NUS Extra card which only costs
£12 for a whole year. The card offers you
a great discount from many different
companies such as Topshop, Cineworld,
Endsleigh Insurance, Amazon, McDonalds, Asos, Orange and hundreds more!
The card also includes Love Bangor which
offers discounts with different stores and
businesses in the local area.
Before you decide to purchase this card
you could try using your university ID as
proof of your student status to get discounts from businesses. In our experience
here at Seren we have hardly ever been
asked for this specific card in many places.
So give it a go using your Bangor ID first!

A massive part of university life involves
the night life and the social side. Although it can be costly, you shouldn’t let
that stop you from going out and getting
involved. There are plenty of places in
Bangor that are great for a cheap night
out whether you are going for a nice
meal or a night out on the town. One of
Bangor’s most popular pub cards is the
Yellow card which is available from Yellow (Yr Hen Glanfron) for only £1. When
you register it online you can get a free
can of red bull and during Freshers’ Week
there is 50% off food! It is also a good idea
to “like” the local pub and club pages on
Facebook so you can keep up to date with
the latest deals and offers.
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TV
IN BRIEF
NETFLIX WINS TWO
EMMYS FOR ‘HOUSE
OF CARDS’
THE growing online orientation
of television was shown as Netflix
won two awards at the Primetime
Creative Arts Emmys. The video
streaming service’s hit political
drama House of Cards, up for nine
Primetime Emmys this season, beat
Downton Abbey, Game of Thrones,
The Good Wife and Homeland in
the ‘Outstanding Casting For A Drama Series’ category. House of Cards
also won the ‘Outstanding Cinematography For A Single-camera Series’ award, defeating Breaking Bad,
Game of Thrones and Mad Men. It
is historical that an online series
was recognized as equal in quality
to cable and network TV series.

’AGENTS OF
S.H.I.E.L.D.’ AIRS
27TH OF
SEPTEMBER
THE first season of ABC’s drama series Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
is confirmed to start on Friday
the 27th of September at 8pm on
Channel Four. The British fans are
not left far behind from the American air dates as the series starts on
ABC the 24th of September, and
comes to Channel Four just days
afterwards. The show concentrates
on following the daily activities of
an intelligent agency known as
Strategic Hazard Intervention Espionage Logistic Directorate aka
S.H.I.E.L.D., which has appeared in
several Marvel comics and feature
films.

BAKE OFF IS NO ‘SOGGY BOTTOM’
by STEPHANIE YEABSLEY
“On your marks, get set, bake!”

T

he Great British Bake Off is back.
The nail biting, oven watching,
cake baking competition. After
previous successful series’, the show
has returned for its fourth season
and as the baking ability increases
so do our waist lines…
The Great British Bake Off is a television baking competition. The
show selects from amongst its competitors the best amateur baker. Presented by comedians Mel Giedroyc
and Sue Perkins, with stern faced
professional baker Paul Hollywood
and everyone’s dream grandmother,
home cook Mary Berry, as judges.

The show has largely been credited with reinvigorating interest in
baking in the UK, with ‘The Great
British Bake Off does Sport / Comic
Relief’ and ‘Junior Bake Off ’ spin offs
as well as the success of many of its
previous winners. It seems Britain
just cannot get enough of culinary
competitions. Now in its eighth year;
Masterchef has also spurned many
spin-off shows including Celebrity
Masterchef, Masterchef: The Professionals and Junior Masterchef. Other
popular competitions include The
Great British Menu and Britain’s Best
Dish. These programmes all have the
same thing in common – a love of
food and the strong identity of being ‘British.’
But what is it that makes The Great

British Bake Off so popular? The show
has risen in popularity from the second series to the third by an average
audience increase of over two million with a peak audience of 7.2 million. The show responds perfectly to
the British sense of humour. As the
audience we root for our favourites
and secretly hope someone’s cake
burns. The fun element also comes
from its comedic presenters. The
quick witted, sharp tongued Mel and
Sue are not only relatable to a novice
baking audience but their mockery
of the contestants and judges (not
to mention sexual innuendoes –
soggy bottom anyone?) add a light
hearted tone setting the show apart
from its rival shows. Bake Off also
shines from its predominantly British

theme. Could this again be another
positive effect of the legacy of the
London 2012 Olympic Games? Birthday cakes, wedding cakes even jam
and scones. Whether the celebration
is large or just afternoon tea for two,
baking is to be shared, much like the
glory of Britain’s 2012 success.
Only a few weeks into its fourth
season and the show is still proving
itself to be one of Britain’s best loved
shows. With 6.5 million viewers it
is the most watched weekly BBC2
programme – even scoring a higher
viewer rating than a crucial England
game! Full of baking dramas, cake
calamities and mouth-watering creations the show is definitely back,
and tastier than ever.

JEREMY CLARKSON
‘CONSIDERS’
BECOMING AN MP
TOP Gear presenter Jeremy Clarkson has said he is thinking of running for Parliament as an independent candidate at the next general
election, standing in Labour leader
Ed Miliband’s constituency. Clarkson asked the public opinion about
his possible candidacy, tweeting:
“I’m thinking I might stand in the
next election as an independent for Doncaster North, which
is where I’m from. Thoughts?”
After more than 1,000 retweets it
is unclear how seriously famously
mischievous Clarkson is considering his idea.

’SOME GIRLS’
RETURNS
AFTER being widely described as
an attempt of the female Inbetweeners by the press, BBC Three’s
teen sitcom Some Girls is announced to return for its second
season. Describing the bumpy
journey of four 16-year-old girls towards adulthood through the turmoil of school, future plans, boys
and mom’s tranquillisers, the first
season attracted 500 000 viewers
for its Tuesday evening premieres.
The second season is announced to
air at the end of 2013.

JUST HELPING!
by IDA VÄISÄNEN

1

0 years younger, Hotter than
my daughter, Snog, marry,
avoid, Plain Jane, What not to
wear...
The list of makeover programs
goes on. What is common to all of
them is that no matter if their makeover target is an unsuspecting bypasser or someone who filled out an
application to be part of the show,
the comments they receive from the
presenters tend to be unnecessarily
harsh, or even mean. Even if there is
no research on the subject, this also
seems to be a growing trend in the
industry of makeover shows.
Of course at this point a question
needs to be raised. The people ap-

pearing on the show have chosen
to be there, whether or not they are
picked up from the street. Also the
sassy wordplays and snarky comments are a part of the entire genre
of makeover programs. They often
crystallize what the viewers also
think of the guests.
That is a valid point to make but
still when a presenter asks a woman
in her fifties what does it feel like to
have ruined your looks with smoking and sunbathing, there is nothing
snarky about it. It is just downright
mean.
Still it doesn’t mean that the guests
are being misguided. Their part of
the deal is to let the stylists work their
magic and be a good sport about
it. They get their fifteen minutes of
screen time, plus a new hairdo and

a new wardrobe. Still the limit of being a good sport is being stretched
extremely far when the person facing the makeover becomes a target
of behaviour that could be seen as
cruel.
In Plain Jane a girl who says she
hates wearing heels is still sent wobbling down the road. In Hotter than
my daughter, a mother critizises her
underaged daughter’s style because
she is never going to find a husband
dressed the way she does and the
presenter nods along. In Trinny and
Susannah: Mission Holland a woman
is told that she looks like a box in
her jacket. She tells that she has just
started cancer treatments, causing
her to gain weight.
This creates an image, even a false
one, that these people are just end-

less fuel for the industry behind the
show. After they have been made
over, they are used up and can be
forgotten. Who cares? At least they
were being champs about it!
These guests allow themselves to
become a target of criticism of which
the meanest they won’t even hear.
They are truly being good sports. It
should work the other way around
as well.
Not too long ago James Garrison,
a participant in Extreme Makeover:
Weight Loss Edition spoke in public
about his mistreat during his time
in the show. Whatever the opinion
is about the people participating
makeover shows, one thing still
remains the same. Without them
the shows would be a lot harder to
make.
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by LJ TAYLOR

W

hen FBI Agent Audrey Parker first arrived in Haven,
Maine on a routine job to
return an escaped prisoner she had
no idea of the insane journey she
was about to begin. Neither did we.
This month Haven returns with its
fourth season after the emotional
turmoil it reaped on its characters
and fans in January’s two-parter
season 3 finale. The finale in which,
in true Haven fashion, secrets were
revealed only for more questions to
arise.
Based on the little-known Stephen
King story ‘The Colorado Kid’, Haven follows the story of FBI Agent
Audrey Parker (Emily Rose) who

Named after the song by David
Bowie, Life on Mars focuses on detective Sam Tyler, who is involved
in an accident in the present day
and then wakes up in 1973. Is he
mad, in a coma or has he gone
back in time? The main reasons for
the show’s success were its originality, wit and its nostalgia for the
1970s, especially for the 70s police
drama The Sweeney. It is such a
shame that there were only two
series of what was one of the best
shows ever made by the BBC. Let
us not forget of course the 1980’s
spin-off, Ashes to Ashes.

TV

discovers that the smalltown has secrets. The inhabitants of Haven have
abilities, ones that are generally
more trouble than good prompting
their name; the troubles. Along with
local police officer, Nathan Wuornos
(Lucas Bryant), and smuggler turned
bar owner, Duke Crocker (Eric Balfour), Audrey investigates the troubles whilst trying to piece together
her clouded past which she soon
discovers has a lot to do with the
smalltown.
Season 4 begins six months after
we left Haven at the mercy of the
Hunter meteor storm and saw the
bar, a supernatural structure central
to everything going on in the town,
disappear with Audrey and Duke inside. In Fallout, the season’s premiere
episode, the town is in turmoil after

RECOMMENDS:

Thomas recommends...
Life on Mars

27

discovering that the troubles are still
active and new police chief, Dwight
Hendrickson (Adam Copeland; WWE
Superstar Edge), is trying his best to
hold it together.
When the barn spits Duke out, into
a Boston aquarium tank, he struggles to convince the authorities that
he is who he says he is and discovers that Nathan no longer works at
Haven PD. Lucky, as always, the selfproclaimed ‘criminal with a heart of
gold’ meets Jennifer Mason (Emma
Lahana), a woman about to be
pulled into the mysteries of Haven.
After making an escape with Jennifer, and learning a few new secrets
from her about the troubles, Duke
sets out to find Nathan and return to
Haven.
Extreme weather is wreaking hav-

oc on the small town after saving
him from intent-on-revenge Jordan
(Kate Kelton), Dwight recruits the
former police chief to help the town
once more. In a brilliant callback to
Haven’s first ever episode Nathan
must take Audrey’s place as he tries
to stop troubled woman Marion
Caldwell (Nicole De Boer) from destroying the town.
Meanwhile newcomer William
(Colin Ferguson) finds himself at a
bar being served by Lexie Dewitt, a
woman who bears a remarkable resemblance to the missing Detective
Parker. Who William really is we’ve
yet to find out, but he seems to have
a motive way beyond a good local
beer.
The episode is a strong return for
the SyFy show which promises an-

other brilliant season full of twists,
suspense, heartbreak and more
twists. With the barn destroyed and
Audrey with apparently yet another
personality will there ever be an end
to the troubles? Nathan certainly
thinks he knows how but we’re not
about to find out if he’s right anytime soon.
Haven season 4 airs on SyFy in the
UK on Thursday, 26th September at
9pm. All three previous series of Haven have now been added to Netflix US and if you’ve yet to see them
I strongly suggest you have a little
Google and find out how to get access to US catalogue.

THE BEST OF BRITISH

Charlotte recommends...
The Great British Bake Off
When it comes to television
shows about the British public,
nothing entertaining really comes
to mind. A handful of talent competitions that always cause controversy and a few soaps that very
rarely portray real life, despite
being based on them! We want
something new and fresh! We
want The Great British Bake Off! I
can hear you all saying, ‘but this
is a competition as well’. However this is a good one! Watching
bakers give their all just to catch
a glimpse of Paul Hollywood’s
smile. A portion of competitors, a
pinch of baking and a big bowl of
entertainment... Brilliant!

Will recommends...
Death in Paradise
When DI Richard Poole (Ben
Miller) stepped off his plane at
Saint Marie and onto our television
screens, it was the start a show
which has become a firm favourite.
As season 3 approaches the announcement that Ben Miller will
be leaving the show mid-season
shocked viewers, will the Detective
finally get back to his beloved London, or perhaps he’ll suffer at the
hands of a vengeful murderer escaped from prison. Replacing him
will be actor Kris Marshall known
for his role in “My Family” and the
series of BT adverts spanning 6
years, and it will be interesting to
see how the show develops with
him on board.

Isabel recommends...
Green Wing
What better British show exists than Green Wing? It brought
together Tamsin Grieg and
Stephen Mangan years before
their not quite blissful marriage
in Episodes – not to mention a
host of other splendid actors.
Green Wing integrates soap and
sitcom, romcom and drama,
colliding in an insane explosion of technicolour. If the US
had Scrubs, Britain had Green
Wing, but unlike JD, our British
doctors don’t just dream about
their surreal antics; they smack
you repeatedly round the face
with them, until the crazy slowly
starts to seep into your own
everyday life. And you what? I
love it.

Wyatt recommends...
Sherlock
Screenwriter Steven Moffat is
no stranger to reviving famous
characters of pop culture’s past.
He’s written Doctor Jekyll, Doctor Who, and Tintin but the most
iconic character is also the one
that sets him apart: Sherlock Holmes. Moffat gives the crime solving genius new life in Sherlock, a
TV mystery show set in modernday London. It’s contemporary,
witty and stylish, and at its heart
is always the intricate cleverness
of the original. Not all the credit
goes to Moffat though. To play
such an icon as Sherlock Holmes
means filling big shoes, and Benedict Cumberbatch fills them and
stretches them for the next guy.
Conan Doyle would be proud.
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FILM

In Brief

Julianne Moore Joins
The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay
IT was previously rumoured that
Julianne Moore would star as President Alma Coin in The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay - Part 1 and Part
2 and at the end of last week Lionsgate confirmed the report as she will
star opposite Jennifer Lawrence, Josh
Hutcherson and Liam Hemsworth in
the third and fourth instalments of
the franchise. Alma Coin leads the
resistance against the Capitol within
Panem, helping Katniss and the rebels.

Jack Black to star in
Goosebumps Movie
R.L. Stine’s family-friendly horror book series Goosebumps has
been drifting through development
ever since Sony snapped them up in
2008. Despite the books’ popularity,
the film version never quite seems to
have materialised. That appears to be
changing, however, with news that
Jack Black is in talks to star. Black is
eyeing the role of a Stine-style author
who is terrified when his horror creations literally leap off the page and
scare him. Even though the books are
beaten only by the Harry Potter series in sales, Goosebumps has taken
a long time to be converted to film.

Beverly Hills Cop 4?
EDDIE Murphy and Paramount
may have found an old friend to help
guide the ship on the latest instalment
in the Beverly Hills Cop franchise.
Jerry Bruckheimer is in talks to come
back on as a producer of Beverly Hills
Cop 4 after producing the first two instalments. While the news may come
as no surprise, since Bruckheimer
and his late producing partner Don
Simpson produced the first two installments. Paramount and Murphy
have been trying to get the project off
the ground for some time, with Brett
Ratner throwing his name into the
pot to direct at one point.

I

'm all about exploring other cultures and there's nothing more alien to me than the One Direction
fan club. With this is mind I traversed
into unknown territory to see first
hand the effect that these boys have on
the population and I went to see their
film. This Is Us is a brilliant example
of a music documentary following Niall Horan, Harry Styles, Liam Payne,
Louis Tomlinson and Zayn Malik
around the world as they perform in
the biggest venues the cities of the
world has to offer for their Take Me
Home tour. There is just enough home
spun flashbacks of X Factor auditions,
weaved in with full sets from their performance at the O2 Arena and one too
many appearances of puppet master
Simon Cowell and there seems to be
a rule that there must be a fan sobbing
hysterically at least every ten minutes.

Despite their success this film seems
to portray them as lovable down to
earth lads in which there are no tantrums, no arguments, no scandals
within an entire world tour. I may be
a little cynical but this does seem too
good to be true. As a 1D novice, it was
an educational film for me as each
member's family was interviewed and
it was good to see both points of view.
It was a little sad to see one parent
reacting badly to not being there for
his son. The music rattled off quickly,
running through the hits and some
songs that must be on the album. One
unexpected number was a cover of
Wheatus' Teenage Dirtbag, obviously
without the swearing, which went
down well but I am surprised that they
were allowed to do it. This Is Us is a
straight forward documentary with
just enough backstage hijinks and un-

ruly messing about to create ripples of
laughter through the audience.
Director Morgan Spurlock, who is
best known for his 2004 documentary about McDonald’s where he made
himself ill, is hardly visible as it is blatantly obvious that it’s Cowell's film
and he is pulling the strings.
There are a few unexpected appearances at Madison Square Garden such
as Martin Scorsese who visits the band
backstage with his 13-year-old daughter Francesca and comedian Chris
Rock, who exclaims his love of the
boys loudly.
One message is repeated more than
their chorus lines and that is that they
are 'incredibly grateful to their fans'
which seems to be said just that little too often and evidently planned.
I don't blame them, after all they
wouldn't be anywhere without the

help of those few X Factor followers at
the beginning and this being a film for
the fans, they had to mention them at
some point.
The 3D was utterly pointless and
was only visible during the live performances where they made the stage
graphics jump out but to be honest
it wasn't worth the extra money and
if there had been another viewing I
would have seen it in 2D.
Overall, This Is Us is very entertaining, it has made me see the boys in a
friendlier light and now I know my
facts I can take the mick knowing I'll
at least be accurate. It's safe and nothing like other Rockumentaries which
makes it perfect for the fanbase. I have
learnt that if there is a balcony, there
will be at least a thousand people underneath it screaming.

New Releases

DVD/ Blu-Ray

Cinema

Harry Potter
Spin-Off Movie
WARNER Bros. and J.K. Rowling
sent fans into a frenzy Thursday with
the announcement that Rowling’s
wizarding textbook, “Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them,” will be
turned into a movie with the book’s
fictitious author, 21-year-old Newt
Scamander, as the main character.
However, Rowling made it clear that
the book and the upcoming movie
is neither a sequel nor a prequel to
the books or films that raked in $7
billion over a decade. ‘The laws and
customs of the hidden magical society will be familiar to anyone who has
read the Harry Potter books or seen
the films, but Newt’s story will start
in New York, seventy years before
Harry’s gets underway,’ Rowling said
in a statement.

Fast and Furious 6
16th September
EVER since their Rio heist left them
with $100 million, our heroes are unable to return home. It’s time to assemble the elite team again, this time in
London. Payment? Full pardons for all
of them so they can return home and
make their families whole again. Starring Vin Diesel, Dwayne Johnson and
Michelle Rodriguez. The DVD comes
with a UV copy so you can have the
film on your laptop or tablet. There is a
limited edition Blu-Ray Steelbook and
normal Blu-Ray available to buy from
16th September.

Byzantium
23rd September
TWO mysterious women seek refuge in a run-down coastal resort.
Clara meets lonely Noel, who provides
shelter in holiday home, Byzantium.
Schoolgirl Eleanor befriends Frank
and tells him their lethal secret. They
were born two hundred years ago and
survive on human blood. As knowledge of their secret spreads, their past
catches up on them with deathly consequence. Starring Gemma Arterton
and Saoirse Ronan. Available on DVD
and Blu-Ray on 23rd September.

Diana
20th September
DURING the last two years of her
life, Princess Diana embarks on a final
rite of passage: a secret love affair with
Pakistani heart surgeon Hasnat Khan.
Starring Naomi Watts as The People's
Princess and Naveen Andrews as
Khan. A biopic about one of the most
talked about women in recent British
history based on Kate Snell's novel,
Diana – Her Last Love. It comes out
on the 20th September. I expect it will
cause quite a stir and the Daily Express
might not be able to contain itself.

Prisoners
27th September
HOW far would you go to protect
your family? Keller Dover is facing
every parent's worst nightmare. His
six-year-old daughter and her friend
are missing The only lead is an old
van that had been parked on their
street. As the pressure mounts, knowing his child's life is at stake the frantic Dover decides to take matters into
his own hands. Starring Hugh Jackman and Jake Gyllenhaal. It opens on
the 27th September, expect twists and
turns and some home grown justice.
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By THOMAS BICKERDIKE

I

n 2011, the documentary film
Senna proved that you do not
have to be a fan of Formula 1 to
appreciate a film which at the centre of it has a story of a great rivalry.
This is a character study of two men
with competing personalities. There
is no hero and no villain to it, as
both of them are risking their lives
in this sport.
Rush concentrates on the rivalry
between Niki Lauda (Daniel Brühl)
and James Hunt (Chris Hemsworth). Lauda, known as “The Rat”,
is a very methodical and mechanically-minded character, whereas
Hunt is regarded as a playboy and
maverick; he wears a patch on his
suit with the words “Sex – the breakfast of champions”. It all culminates
halfway through the 1976 season,
when Lauda has a horrific crash at
the Nürburgring. This was a dangerous time in F1, when race tracks
were not safe and there was an extremely high chance of dying.
Director Ron Howard is good at
documenting real-life dramas, such
as Apollo 13, A Beautiful Mind and

Frost/Nixon. However, in the last ten
years he has made some stinkers (The
Da Vinci Code and Angels and Demons). His previous film, The Dilemma, was an utter dilemma, mainly because it had no idea what it wanted to
be, drama or comedy. Rush is back on
safe ground, partly because it features
a screenplay by Peter Morgan, who
collaborated with Howard on Frost/
Nixon. Morgan is brilliant at bringing
two dominant faces against each other.
One of the stand-out scenes is the
drivers’ briefing before the race at the
Nürburgring. Lauda highlights the
dangers of the circuit and the fact that
there is rain makes it even more dangerous. He wants to call off the race,
yet Hunt and the majority of the other
drivers want it to go ahead. You rarely
get to see what happens during a drivers’ briefing; Senna featured similar
scenes to great effect as well.
Daniel Brühl is a really promising
actor. Until now, his best performance
for me was in Good Bye Lenin! You
may have also recognised him in The
Bourne Ultimatum and Inglourious
Basterds. Later this year, he will appear alongside Benedict Cumberbatch
in The Fifth Estate. Anyway, as Niki

Lauda, he makes him someone the
audience does show some interest
towards. The real-life Lauda has
given his approval to his
performance. As for Chris Hemsworth, it is an enviable yet tough
task to portray a character like
James Hunt. He has a certain swagger to him, yet is able to occasionally
balance it with emotion. You can
certainly see a change in his character after Lauda’s crash.
The on-track sequences are really gripping and play with your
senses, especially your hearing. The
noise is almost biblical; you have to
be in a cinema to experience it in
full. There are also shots where you
can see the action from the drivers’
point of view and also some where
you see the machinery in the engine
working away.
The hardest challenge for Howard
was trying to make a Formula 1 film
for a mainstream audience, especially in America. Hopefully, it will
play well with F1 fans and those less
interested in the sport will go to see
an epic drama unfold. It does also
serve as a fitting tribute to the late
James Hunt.

Seren’s Favourite Quotes
There is an unwritten rule that you can't be a fan of a film unless you know at least five quotes from said film.
Here are some of our favourite quotes from our favourite films, do you know all of them?

The Italian Job
Thomas Bickerdike
IN The Italian Job (the original),
Michael Caine hires a group of criminals to help him steal gold bullions
from a vault in Turin. In one particular scene, an explosives expert blows a
van to pieces, to which Caine simply
exclaims (in a proper cockney accent)
“You’re only supposed to blow the
bloody doors off !” It is such a British thing to say and that is partly why
the film is such a veritable British institution. You cannot help but laugh
when you hear it. Another classic
line: “Now, it’s a very difficult job and
the only way to get through it is if we
all work together as a team. And that
means you do everything I say.”

Toy Story
Becci Jameson
TOY Story is full of jokes, some of
the best fly over the heads of the little children and land perfectly in the
laps of the adults watching. It’s these
cheeky additions which makes Pixar
so popular and enables everyone to
enjoy their films. Buzz has just arrived
on Andy’s bed and is getting to know
his surroundings, everyone loves
him except for one. His frustration
prompts Woody to say, ‘The word I’m
searching for, I can’t say because there
are pre-school toys present.’ It’s said so
quickly that it’s easy to miss and I certainly didn’t notice it until I came back
to one of my favourite childhood films
as an adult. Passive aggressive British
humour, yes please.

Return of The King
Becki Watson
AS an unashamed nerd, the Lord of
the Rings is one of my favourite film
trilogies of all time. It's literally impossible for me to pick my favourite
moment, but one of the highlights of
an already amazing film has got to
be Aragorn's rousing speech before
the climactic Battle of the Black Gate.
Yes, it's a little cheesy, and some parts
of Viggo Mortensen's delivery makes
me chuckle (“TAKE the HEART of
ME!”), but the rousing cry of 'This day
we fight!' is undeniably inspiring. Anything that makes me want to charge
into battle is a good bit of writing in
my book. “I bid you stand, Men of the
West!”

The Hangover
Will Johnson
BEING one of the most quotable
films of the decade, picking just one
line from the Hangover seemed an
impossible goal. Although all the main
characters have fantastic lines worthy
of the title, the best quote had to be
from the sporadic but fantastic Leslie Chow. Played by Ken Jeong who
graduated high school at sixteen and
is a licenced Doctor, his character of
Mr Chow is the least menacing kidnaping gangster. Sporting a man purse
and leaping naked from the boot of a
car, the quote from this film has to be
“Toodle-oo, motherf*ckers.”

The Princess Bride
Isabel Vincent
A FILMIC moment that has always
stuck in my mind is of dreamy Westley rolling away down a hill calling
out "as you wish!" The Princess Bride
is already a hugely quotable film, but
Inigo Montoya and "inconceivable"
nearly always steal the limelight away
from sweet Farm Boy's declaration of
love. But "as you wish" says more than
"I love you". It says he'll do anything
that lovely Buttercup demands. He'll
fight pirates and cross swamps for
her; he'll risk his life to protect hers.
It's romantic, and, coming from an
incredibly unromantic person, you
know it's kind of a big deal.
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Hail to the
King - Avenged
Sevenfold
By KEVIN GRIFFIN

T

AM - Arctic Monkeys

9.5/10

he new album by popular heavy
metal band Avenged Sevenfold
was released earlier this summer. It consists of ten tracks with a
runtime of 53 minutes and 21 seconds.
The deluxe version includes a bonus
track called 'St James' and the music
video for 'Hail to the King' if bought
on iTunes.
As always, this album from A7X
is brilliant. They have not gone and
changed their style of music as so
many other popular bands have, such
as Fall Out Boy. They have kept their
dream of emulating metal legends
such as Metallica, Motorhead, Led
Zeppelin and Black Sabbath.
Lead guitarist and backing vocalist
Synyster Gates has had a few explicit
comments for the new album. He says,
“I think our songwriting has improved
by leaps and bounds. Sonically, this
record is our biggest record by f***ing
far. When you turn this f***ing thing
on, it blasts your f***ing head off !”
Lead singer M. Shadows was not as
explicit in saying, “On this record, we
want a very bare bones, riff orientated
approach. Because it's really easy for us
to say that 'That melody would sound
great there, throw this background vocal there, here's the harmony.' We had
to restrain ourselves from doing that
just to keep it more bada** and just
more straightforward rock.”
In my opinion, they have achieved
this and this album is sure to become
one of rock's chart toppers. The opening track ‘Shepherd of Fire’ sets the
tone for the rest of the album, which
pays homage to classic heavy metal.
They have not tried to over-complicate this album and believe they have
achieved what they set out to do originally.
If you have not heard it already, get
on it! A step up from their 'Nightmare'
album.

By THOMAS
BICKERDIKE

D

rummer Matt Helders has described ‘AM’, the fifth studio
album from Arctic Monkeys,
as “the album we’ve always been waiting to make.”
Why call it ‘AM’? Frontman Alex
Turner told Radio 1’s Zane Lowe that
the title was inspired by the compilation album ‘VU’ by The Velvet Underground. He has also described the album as sounding “like a Dr Dre beat”,

by CARYL BURKE

I

yet giving it “an Ike Turner bowl-cut”
and sending it “galloping across the
desert on a Stratocaster”. He has also
cited Outkast, Aaliyah and Black Sabbath as influences.
The opening track ‘Do I Wanna
Know?’ was released prior to the
band’s headline performance at Glastonbury, but debuted in May whilst on
tour at Ventura, CA. It has been described as the ideal opening track, featuring a slow yet brilliant riff, and the
sounds of pounding feet and clapping
hands. Track 5, ‘I Want It All’, sounds

very glam-rockesque; the guitar riff
throughout sounds like it should belong to a T. Rex song. I was expecting
to hear Marc Bolan; I will forgive them
for that though. ‘I Wanna Be Yours’
has lyrics inspired by a John Cooper
Clarke poem.
There is a contribution to the album
from Josh Homme from Queens of
the Stone Age. This is somewhat unsurprising considering that Turner
appeared on their album ‘…Like
Clockwork’ earlier this year. His most
obvious appearance here is in ‘Knee

Festival No.6

t’s been hyped as “A festival unlike
any other, in a place like no other”
and it certainly didn’t disappoint.
Despite only being in its second year,
Festival No.6 at Portmeirion certainly
delivered, proving to be a deserved
winner of ‘Best Small Festival’ (NME
Awards) and ‘Best New Festival’ (UK
Festival Awards) last year. Despite torrential rain and blustery winds it was
easy to enjoy the stunning, fantastical location that was Portmeirion and
the brilliant acts that appeared such

as James Blake, Daughter, My Bloody
Valentine, Chic featuring Nile Rodgers and Manic Street Preachers.
This very unique festival was about
more than just the music though, with
comedians such as Seann Walsh, Mark
Thomas, Justin Moorhouse appearing
and talks by Caitlin Moran (author
of ‘How to be a Woman’) and Declan
Lowney (director of Father Ted and
Alan Partridge), there was a relaxed
and family friendly atmosphere.
Having enjoyed enormous success
following their appearance last year,
locals Brythoniaid Welsh Male Voice

Choir seemed to have enticed festival
goers from all around the world just
to see the choir in all their glory. Back
by popular demand we were told, was
their arrangement of New Order’s
Blue Monday, before turning their attention to Muse’s Uprising which had
crowds roaring with applause. Combining choral renditions of modern
hits with their traditional Welsh songs,
it was truly one of the highlights for
myself and many other festival goers.
Another inevitable highlight of the
weekend was Manic Street Preachers’
headlining performance on Sunday

Socks’.
Later this year, Arctic Monkeys will
embark on a nine-date UK tour, beginning on October 22nd at Newcastle’s Metro Radio Arena and ending
on November 2nd in their hometown
Sheffield.
This is the best album of their career
so far, from a band that suggests they
have more to offer. They will continue
to push the boundaries. We will still be
talking about this album decades from
now. It deserves the hype.

evening. They packed out the main
tent with an undeniably energetic
performance, combining new songs
with classic Manics’ anthems that had
everyone swaying and singing along
emphatically.
It is rare to hear someone genuinely
say the horrid weather didn’t ruin their
enjoyment of a festival, but I can honestly say that Festival No.6, although
only in its second year, is truly unique
and wonderful. Long may its success
continue…
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LOL, JK!

by ADAM BURNS

T

he Cuckoo’s Calling, the first
book in JK Rowling’s new detective series, was itself the centre of a mystery. Released to positive
reviews under the pen-name of Robert Galbraith, the book’s real author
was revealed by a Twitter user who
then deleted their account. A forensic linguist analysed the text to prove
the claim. The tweeter, later revealed
to be a friend of Rowling’s solicitor,
created such hype that it caused sales
of the book to soar by over 500,000%.

Bookstores unprepared to deal with
demand were left without stock for
days. The book became a number one
bestseller immediately.
But does it live up to expectations?
The book follows the peculiarlynamed Cormoran Strike, a private
investigator hired to investigate the
death of a supermodel. Homeless,
friendless and in debt, Cormoran is
a unique but tragic main character,
spending much of his time drinking alone in pubs, hiding from death
threats and angry debt collectors. He

is joined on the case by Robin, a temporary secretary he can’t afford to pay.
Bored with her humdrum life, Robin
is fascinated by Cormoran and his career, and the sweet friendship between
them holds the story together.
The case itself is more dramatic. Revolving around the apparent suicide of
a model, it explores a large number of
major British issues, from celebrities
and their treatment in the news and
London’s nightlife, to homelessness,
racism and drug addiction. Cormoran
and Robin investigate a larger-than-

life cast of musicians, models, film
producers, lawyers and addicts. Each
of these characters is well-rounded
with stories of their own, coming together to draw a stark picture of celebrity culture in Britain.
Fans of Harry Potter expecting more
excitement than Rowling’s first adult
novel, The Casual Vacancy, may be
disappointed. The Cuckoo’s Calling avoids the fast-paced action of
most modern crime fiction. Instead
it’s closer to Agatha Christie; a slow
investigation of a series of characters

and locations, before a climax and reveal straight out of Poirot. However
the book is a lighter, more enjoyable
read than The Casual Vacancy, and
the good humour and character writing that made Harry Potter sparkle are
present here, along with a tight and
satisfying mystery.
Despite the reveal of Rowling’s secret, the series is set to continue, with
a sequel due out next year. It may not
be quite as thrilling, but anyone who
misses the exploits of Harry Potter
should invest in a copy immediately.

SEREN’S FAVOURITES
Isabel Vincent
The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy
THE Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy began as a radio series, but has
since become a TV series, a stage
play, a smashing film starring Martin Freeman, and most importantly,
a beautifully written trilogy in five
parts (oh, and that sixth one, but we
don’t talk about that). Arthur Dent
is a reluctant, pyjama clad, insignificant male, whose good friend, Ford
Prefect, turns out to be a travel writer
from a small planet somewhere in
the vicinity of Betelguese. If you’re
looking for something to read, look
no further than Douglas Adams’ glorious insight into the galaxy as we
never knew it.

Charlotte Parker
50 Shades of Grey
HANDCUFFS, a certain grey tie
and a suggestively decorated bedroom? Not the most interesting plot
to a story. Putting aside the attention
this book has had in the media, no
one can deny the thrill you get reading it. Once you get over the funny
looks you get when reading it in public, you soon fall into the ‘Mr Grey’
traps. Everybody loves a good old
love story, so why should this be any
different just because it involves a
bit of kinkiness. Along with the intimacy, these books also reflects good
management and business skills. So
give it a chance! Laters baby!

Stephanie Yeabsley
The Book Thief
MY favourite novel is “The Book
Thief ” by Markus Zusak. Narrated by
Death the book is set during World
War Two. The protagonist is a young
girl named Liesel who finds comfort
in rebelling against the Nazi laws by
stealing books and learning to read.
The novel focuses on Liesel’s relationship with her foster parents, other residents of the neighbourhood
and a Jewish man who hides in their
house. I find this book interesting
due to the historical aspects and also
the incredible way Zusak portrays
emotion through his characters. I
challenge you not to cry!

Becci Jameson
The Girl With The
Dragon Tattoo
A BRAVE, ground-breaking, thoroughly modern book that has inspired two very successful films,
the grittiness and sheer shock value
of The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo alone endears the novel to me.
Larsson doesn’t hold back, creating a realistic, bleak view on human
habits and the underworld of Stockholm. Mikael Blomkvist, a recently
disgraced journalist, tries to solve a
murder from fifty years ago, enlisting the help of Lisbeth Salander, the
heroine that’s as un-likeable as they
come but I stillfind myself rooting
for her and admiring her.

Nicola Hoban
To Kill A Mockinbird
TO Kill A Mockingbird by Harper
Lee is one of my favourites. First
reading this when I was studying
GCSE English Lit, I loved it. I think I
read 3 times the first week alone! The
story itself is seen through the eyes of
a young Scout Finch, whose adventures with her brother Jem and friend
Dill we follow, as they try to bring the
reclusive Boo Radley out, the ‘crazy’
man who lives on their street. Following Scout and Jem through the
years, we see them and their father
Atticus face and overcome the prejudices in their town. This book tells a
brilliant story and is definitely worth
a read.
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GAMES
Game Bits
GTA V to
steal sales

THE year’s most anticipated
game was released today (17th
September) and is already selling
out fast. The game which reportedly cost £170m for developer’s
Rockstar to create and market
over the last five years is expected
to make over £1 billion in sales a
year. A massive 46% of gamers in a
IGN poll said they had taken a day
off to play the game and 19% said
they would be phoning in sick. The
game will sell for approximately £40
in the UK and console makers, such
as Sony and Microsoft, will receive
around 10% from each disc sold.

Japan will
wait for PS4
DESPITE being created by a
Japanese company Sony’s next
generation Playstation 4 console
will not be released in the country until February 2014. This is over
three months after launch in Europe and North America. It will be
available for preorder in Japan from
5th October.

Microsoft
scandal woes

DAVID Cage of Quantic Dream
has revealed that Microsoft turned
down the 2010 video game Heavy
Rain. The company apparently
said “they didn’t want the scandal”
after fears of the game’s central
concept being child abduction.
The reveal came from Cage’s BAFTA
Annual Games Lecture in London.
The game went on to become a
Playstation 3 exclusive, as Sony were
happy to work with the concept,
and it went on to win a number of
Game of the Year Awards as well as
three British Academy Video Game
Awards.

Gunman
played
violent
games

FRIENDS of gunman, Aaron
Alexis, who killed thirteen people
yesterday (16th September) claim
he played hours of violent video
games which they believe could
have led to the shooting. They said
he often spent around 16 hours
playing games such as Call of Duty.
The ex Navy employee entered the
Navy Service Yard in Washington
with a valid pass and shot workers
before being killed himself in a gun
battle with police. At this point no
motive has been uncovered and it
has been confirmed that Alexis was
working alone.

Release date: 1st November
Consoles: PS3, X Box 360, Windows, Wii U (PS4 and X Box One editions to be released at a later date)
by LJ TAYLOR

H

oist the mainsail! Batten down
the hatches, ye’ scurvy dogs!
No, I’m not practicing for
Talk Like a Pirate day but simply preparing you for what’s to come when
Ubisoft return with their hugely popular Assassin’s Creed franchise this
November.
Forget Connor Kenway and his estranged father, Haytham, this year
is all about our last hero’s Grandfather; Edward Kenway, the fearsome
pirate assassin. AC IV, technically the
6th major instalment in the series,
promises quite a change from its
predecessors. Where AC III saw you
exploring the new world as Connor,
with the occasional jaunt across the
ocean, the latter is about to be much
more encouraged. The game will offer a 60/40 ratio of land exploration
to sea exploration, a little less water
than I’d expected from a pirate-era
release. However, it’s good to know
that Ubisoft aren’t ready to sink their
flagship, quite yet. If you can’t tell, I
really hated the sailing parts of AC III.
The plot, of course, follows Edward
Kenway’s adventures from privateer
to pirate to assassin. His story will
take place in the Caribbean, quite
the step away from Renaissance Italy
and the Frontier, in Havana, Kingston
and the pirate infested Nassau Port.
Though, as with any AC game, the
story isn’t entirely set in the past.
Whilst we’ve seen the end of modern-day hero of the previous games,
Desmond Miles, his genetic memories have apparently been uploaded
to ‘the cloud’. In Black Flag, the present day Templars and primary an-

tagonists, Abstergo Industries have
hired a new analyst to look into
Edward’s life. This analyst, as yet unnamed, will fill the role of the player
character during gameplay set in the
present. It has so far been revealed
that whilst missions as this character
won’t include combat the player will
have to adopt stealth practices as
they eavesdrop and hack Abstergo
Entertainment, an Abstergo Industries subsidiary based in Montreal,
Quebec.
As far as gameplay goes Black Flag
will be the first in the series to introduce free aiming during combat.
This means instead of having to rely
on the game’s auto-aim, the player
will now be able to aim as they
please. More than likely this change
in combat mechanics has been
made to better suit Edward’s choice
of weapons; four flintlock pistols.
The pistols, traditional pirate weapons, can be used by Captain Kenway
all at the same time, allowing the
player to take down multiple enemies in just one attack. As always
the Assassin will have set of hidden
blades for those stealth kills and
Edward will also carry a cutlass. The
dual wield technique, introduced
in the game, that allows him to use
all four pistols together also allows
the player to utilise two cutlasses at
once.
Connor’s rope darts from AC III
have been retained and a blowpipe
will also be found in Edward’s arsenal, presumably filled with poisonous darts or some such nasty thing.
I also imagine he’s pretty handy with
his fists, being a cutthroat pirate and
all.

The hunting aspect of Assassin’s
Creed III will also see a comeback,
this time widening its range of animals to those underwater such as
sharks and whales. The latter has
sparked controversy from PETA
who are upset that whaling, a problem that still exists today, is being
promoted in the game. Ubisoft responded to PETA with a statement
that said how they only wanted to
create a realistic view on pirates and
the time.
Whilst we don’t yet know the full
plot and thus what led him to it, we
do know that Edward Kenway was
once a privateer and is now a pirate;
Captain of the Jackdaw. As Captain
of the Jackdaw players will be able
to recruit new crewmembers, much
like in other AC games, though they
won’t be able to come and fight for
you during missions.
A lot of Black Flag takes place on
the water with naval combat more
than just a part of missions now. Using Kenway’s spyglass players can
take a look at nearby ships, their
cargo and whether they are
armed before deciding whether
to attack. Once the enemy Captain
has been killed the player is given
three choices; use salvage from the
ship to repair the Jackdaw, release
the crew to join you or send the ship
to be a part of the fleet you are slowly meant to be building. A number of
upgrades can be made to the ship
throughout the game making naval
combat easier and more varied. By
the sounds of things Ubisoft have
put alot into this aspect of the game
and it’s very likely to turn up in the
next one too.

It’s good to see that six games
down the line Ubisoft aren’t, exactly,
spouting out the same things and
selling them as a new £40 game.
Black Flag is possibly the furthest
from the other games, thanks to the
large portion of on the sea aspects
and the lack of Desmond. However,
it does feel like maybe the series
has departed a little too much from
its origins though only time will tell
how the Assassins and Templars fit
into this world.
I know that I will more than likely
play the game, I always do, but I
have to admit it is the least excited
I’ve been about an Assassin’s Creed
game since the start. Though that’s
probably a lot to do with hating the
sea missions of AC
III. With a
month and half
left to go before the game’s
release there’s still
plenty of time
to
change
my
mind
though.
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by LJ TAYLOR

W

ith Apple’s latest announcement of their new flagship
phone, the iPhone 5s, and
the cheaper 5c option, smartphone
users across the world are checking
when their contract can be upgraded and weighing up their options
from industry leaders Apple and rivals Samsung.
Dave Hakkens on the other hand is
too busy looking at the problem of
the shortlived smartphone of today.

by LJ TAYLOR

A

ren’t smartphones amazing? I
mean, can you imagine what
you’d do without one for just
one day? Whenever a friend has to
send theirs in for repair for a few
days I feel completely disconnected
from them. They are slowly but surely, with help from the tablet, eliminating our need for a laptop.
But don’t you find yourself infuriated just an hour into a train journey
when your battery life has already
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Smartphone contracts tend to be
between eighteen and twenty-four
months and by the time that has
expired the phone is seen as worthless to us; it’s no longer up to date
and more often or not it has broken.
If the smallest of parts breaks in the
phone it is difficult and often expensive for it to be repaired.
This is where his Phonebloks concept comes from.
Hakkens imagines a world where
phones are like Lego and are pieced
together with blocks. Each block,
or blok, makes up a single part or
function of the phone.
For example, one blok
would be its battery,
one its camera, one
its speed and one

its memory. This means that if you
broke your camera all you’d need to
do is buy a new camera blok. Run
out of memory? Just upgrade to a
bigger memory blok.
He proposes the Blok Store, like
the App Store, where users can build
their perfect phone. If you only need
a phone to make calls then why not
just have a huge battery blok? Keen
photographer? Why not replace the
big battery for a smaller one and
have a bigger, better camera?
Where the smartphone market
is currently viciously competitive,
Dave Hakkens likes to imagine that
companies could work together
and make individual bloks. That
way when building your phone you
could opt to have Marshall-made

speakers on your phone, or a Canon
camera.
At the moment Phonebloks is just
an idea - albeit an incredibly formed
idea - but for Hakkens to be able to
get anywhere with it he needs others to get on board. And so he has
joined the Thunderclap, a crowdspeaking platform, from which he
believes if enough people get out
the message of Phonebloks at the
same time all across the world his
idea could become a reality.
He is asking people to join the
Phonebloks Thunderclap, which will
automatically send out messages
across social networks on 29th October from everyone who signs up.
As we write this Hakkens’ idea is already at 99% support but there’s still

plenty of time to sign up.
Since his idea has spread throughout the internet, it has been criticised by a number of different people who claim that it is not possible.
The idea is still proving popular
though, with his 64,752 (and counting) supporters, who have a social
reach of 245,905,192, and with a
little development and technical
expertise behind it, it really could be
the phone of the future.
It’s a really interesting concept
with a beautifully designed website
that details his ideas (www.phonebloks.com) and his video is definitely
worth a watch. Check it out and give
him your support!

been sucked out?
You were only
playing on a game,
this never happened when you
played Snake! As
much as we love
smartphones the
battery life of the
‘brick’ was irreplaceable.
Luckily though
you can now have
both. Sort of.
And no I don’t
mean carry two
phones around.
Mophie are here to save us with
an add-on battery for our iPhones.
The sleekly designed cover not only
protects your phones from bumps
and scratches but also gives it some
extra life just at the flick of a switch.
The Mophie Juice Pack is available
in three different styles, each able to
add more battery life to your dying
phone. I’ve spent the last couple of
months with Helium to see if it really
makes a difference.
I use my phone a lot and when I
leave the house at 8.00 a.m I tend
not to return until 10.00 p.m. That’s a

lot of hours for my pocket gadget to
stay awake, I struggle with it myself!
With Mophie’s Juice Pack Helium I’ve
been able to give my iPhone a kick
half-way through the day and give it
enough battery life to stop me rushing straight to the charger once I get
through the front door at night.
The case, which feels nice in your
hand and stops me worrying about
damaging my friend, could give my
iPhone up to 80% extra charge. This
was all dependent on how charged
my case was though.
Obviously the case would need
charging, it wasn’t just a constant
source of energy (unfortunately I
don’t have a mini Arc Reactor to
hand). This soon became a problem. Not only did I have to charge
my phone at night, but the case too,
so that I could charge my phone
through the day. It was a whole lot
of charging! The worst part was that
I couldn’t completely understand
how to charge the case.
Juice Packs come with a micro USB
lead which can be plugged into a
USB port or plug to then charge the
case. You could also fasten your iPhone into the case to kill two birds
with one stone. What didn’t make

sense to me though was whether I
was supposed to turn the case on for
it to charge, whether it needed to be
off, or whether it didn’t matter. One
night I charged up both the phone
and case and when the former was
almost out of charge the next day I
switched on the case only for nothing to happen. Where had I gone
wrong?
Another issue I found with the Mophie case was that it gets really hot.
The bottom part with the charging
mechanisms in, at least. It made
sense that it would get so hot because of all the work it was doing
but at the same time it was a little
worrying to have something that
felt as though it was overheating in
my pocket. Whether this is normal
for Juice Packs or not I can’t be completely sure, since my phone has the
tendency to overheat as it pleases
anyway.
All in all I’ve really enjoyed my
experience using Mophie’s case. It
was an easy plan B for those days I
didn’t get home quite in time and
it also meant my phone wouldn’t
get damaged when I accidentally
threw it at cars (Yes, I do that. Motorists beware). It looked good and

it was lightweight, not really adding
as much bulk to my pocket as I’d expected.
Whilst there are other cases like
this on the market I’m pretty sure
you won’t find one as good quality, reliable and sleek as the Mophie
Juice Pack. However they are pretty
pricey, especially for us skint students. The Helium retails at $79.99
on Mophie’s website and is the
cheapest of the bunch. But if you
use your phone half as much as I do
it’ll be an investment…well, investing in.
I’ve only used the Juice Pack for
the iPhone 5 however there’s a number of ranges for the iPhone 4 and
also some for HTC and Samsung
smartphones.
Before you splash out on a fancy
chargeable phone case though just
make sure you’re not leaving all your
apps open when you don’t need to.
Turn off 3G and WiFi when it’s not
needed. Show your phone some
love and attention, he might stay
awake a little longer for you!
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SEREN... DOWN UNDER!
By JOE KEEP AND
FRAN WATKINS

S

o, a little background on us:
Fran has just finished her first
year in Bangor’s history course,
and I (Joe) have just completed my
second year of the same course,
with a hint of journalism thrown in
to spice it up. Back around Christmas
last year we applied for the study
abroad scheme and got placed together over in Australia.
I wish I could start off the tale with
a rapturous applause as we got off
the plane in Australia; however, I
must begin back in the late months
of second semester last year. With
the confirmation of our placement,
the task of applying to university
again began. The trawling of the
university internet site, applying for
courses, finding accommodation, it
all happened again, except with an
internet connection that appeared
to have been born in the Dark ages.
After that, we had the booking of
flights, buying health insurance, the
assurances to parents we knew what
we’re doing (trust us, they never believe you). However, after all this, the

excitement was set in. We were going to Australia! Fran was stuck with
me; she’s under the impression she
needs a medal. I’d argue the other
way round.
As uni wound up, the count downs
entered their last stages, and the
excitement began to overrun, as I’m
sure many of our friends and family realised. My attention span was
reduced to nothing more than five
seconds, before I began bouncing
like a five year old who had eaten a
bag of sugar! I dread to think what
Fran’s family and friends had to deal
with as she is 20 times worse than
me, something I have experienced
first-hand many times after our arrival.
Then it happened, the last day in
England. After so much waiting it
was suddenly upon us. A series of
adventures started. After having to
say bye to her friends a couple of
nights previously I now had to tear
Fran from her parents. I have never
seen anyone cry as much as she did
saying goodbye to their parents. She
believes I was as hard as nails only
giving my dad a hug and walking

through the departure gates. She
doesn’t know how difficult that actually was for me, having to hold
her together as well as knowing that
was the last time my dad would be
there for an entire year.
Our arrival is little more than a blur,
with a taxi journey where football,
the Australian kind, was the main
topic of talk as my body cried out for
a bed, as did Fran’s as her head kept
drooping. Arrival at the university,
only a few more minutes until sleep,
oh how wrong we were! A closed reception greeted us, telling us to go
somewhere else to register, needless
to say, anger flared as we made our
way there. Upon reaching this second reception and registering, we
were issued our keys, the key to the
one thing we needed. Everything for
a solid 24 hours is darkness, for both
of us. Sleep had consumed us.
Joe is a member of Seren and is currently taking a year out to study
abroad. We will follow his journey and
travels in Australia.

SUMMER GETAWAYS - HOME AND AWAY
By BECCI JAMESON

2

013, the year of my first holiday with just friends and I
ended up on a Greek island.
Kos to be precise, a small rocky
island within spitting distance of
Turkey. Our B&B was marvellous,
only that the hill to get to it was as
treacherous as Bitch Hill and about
twice as long. It felt wonderful to
be away from the hustle and bustle
of the main city of Kos and to be
amongst the locals in Kefalos. We

By STEPHANIE
YEABSLEY

S

lovenia. I’m going to be honest, knowing nothing about
this country, when I found
an online travel deal to Lake Bled I
nearly closed down the page. However, just one look at the pictures
and I knew I had to go.
Slovenia itself is roughly the size
of Wales - and a similar weather
pattern - it rains nearly everyday
in Slovenia! Luckily the weather
stayed mainly dry, although I did
experience many strange looks at
my summer clothes from the locals
who were wrapped up in heavy
jumpers.
I stayed in Bled, a small town situated around Slovenia’s second big-

gest lake. Bled was like a postcard,
I couldn’t believe how somewhere
so beautiful could be so unknown.
Sharing borders with Austria, Italy,
Croatia and Hungary, the culture of
Slovenia was something I had never
experienced before.
There was so much to do in Bled
and the surrounding areas. From
a visit and meal in Bled Castle, to
taking a kayak to the Assumption
Church on the island in the middle
of the lake (and spectacularly falling
in), to a trip to the Vintgar Gorge just
a few miles away. I went white water
rafting down the Soca River, hiked
in the Julian Alps and drank far too
much of the local wine, schnapps
and Bled Cream Cake which the
country prides itself on.

ate local dishes every night; it was
amazing to be eating properly authentic tzaziki and calamari. There
wasn’t much to do on Kos but it was
easy to branch out with ferry rides
of less than twenty euros to Turkey and the volcano island Nisyros
which was breathtaking, I stood in
the crater of a nearly bubbling volcano and it was well worth the terrifying, buttock-clenching bus journey down the side of the mountain.
So warm, so free and definitely
worth another visit.

A far cry away from the typical beach holiday, Slovenia was
breathtaking. From its stunning
mountains and lakes, to the
wonderful food and change in
culture, Slovenia is perfect for
those looking for something just
a bit different...

By TOM BICKERDIKE

G

oing to Scotland every summer never gets boring, even if I go somewhere I have already been to. The last time I visited the area north of
Aberdeen was in 2000. I stayed close to the small village of Pennan,
where they filmed the 1983 film Local Hero, one of my favourites. There was a
particular joy of standing in the phone box pretending to phone somebody
in Houston, just as in the film. The weather was surprisingly good, only one
day of rain. The amazing landscape and shorelines of the area make for
good photographic opportunities. Why travel abroad when there is so much
great scenery here? You just need a sense of adventure…
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Sara Lois Jewellery A Graduate Success Story
by LAURA POZZI

S

SARA AT WORK AND (INSET) AN EXAMPLE OF
HER JEWELLERY

The Curious
Lioness
By KEVIN GRIFFIN

T

he artist responsible for this
piece is Rebecca McCarthy, a
third year student here at Bangor University.
In her own words, this is ‘an observational drawing composed with compressed charcoal; detailing the face of a
curious lioness’.
Onto my interpretation on this piece,
I personally see the face of a lost lioness who wants to be curious of what
she is exposed to but is cautious about
it. The use of charcoal limits the colours available to be used, which may
be interpreted to represent the simplicity of the life of a lioness. That’s my
take on it anyway, it can be open to all
kinds of interpretation, that’s the good
thing about art.
Being an observational piece, this
was the face of one of three of its kind
drinking from a waterhole in a picture
taken from a wildlife photography
book. This particular one was glancing

up at the photographer.
‘It was a moment caught in the shot
that seemed to capture the matching
curiosity between the man and the
animal, and the thoughtfulness that
seemed to bond them in a strange
way’, says Rebecca, ‘It’s a tonal piece relying on the blurring of lines, contrast
(much like a black and white photograph), and close up of the still expression in the eyes’. This is Rebecca’s take
on her piece, and what it was about the
photograph that caught her eye and inspired her to draw it.
The focal point of the piece is the
central, almost diamond shaped section of fur that lies just off centre of the
portrait. One more thing that caught
my attention from the drawing was her
eyes. I see a lioness deep in thought. If
I hadn’t known it was glancing at the
photographer, I would say it was looking into the distance.
Overall, an interesting piece that can
be observed and reviewed in a variety
of ways.

ara Lois graduated from Bangor
University with a first class honours degree in Product Design
hoping to find success with her handmade jewellery business, Gemwaith
Sara Lois Jewellery. So far she has
done just that, with some of the biggest achievements Sara has seen since
leaving university including stocking
her jewellery in various retail outlets
across Wales, being accepted to sell
her beautiful products on a prestigious online outlet, as well as being invited to exhibit with said outlet at the
Contemporary Craft Fair in Devon.
Another of Sara’s successes includes
exhibiting at the National Eisteddfod,
a Welsh festival to celebrate literature,
music, arts and performance; this was
a great chance to get some exposure
as a young business and developing
artist. Soon the business will have a
website of its own all through Sara’s
hard work.
Sara owes much of her success to
the degree she studied at Bangor university, especially the industry placements undertaken every year, most
of all her final placement with well
known jewellery crafters, Kokkino,
based in Worcester. Through all of
this Sara learnt about the jewellery
industry and the world of business.
When asked Sara also mentioned
that the help provided by her tutors
along with winning the Lloyd Jones
Entrepreneurship Award, for creat-

ing products with the most commercial potential from her course, were
also an excellent help, the award even
helping with business set up costs.
‘The business workshops provided
by Bangor University along with Venture Wales at the time were also extremely useful’ - Sara.
In the run up to Christmas Sara will
be taking part in the Helfa Gelf (Art
Trail), along with many other Welsh
artists across North Wales. This will
involve showcasing her work at her
own studio, at Oriel Pendeitsh in
Caernarfon and Galeri in Betws y
Coed. This will be a fantastic opportunity to show case her work to all
taking part in the trail, as well as to
the general public who may be visiting artists as part of the trail.
Though continuing with her successful business Sara will also be
returning to education in the near
future to complete a Masters in Entrepreneurship at the University of
Liverpool, in order to further her
knowledge of business and enable her
to develop her own business further.
Not one to sit still, Sara’s plans for
the coming year include increasing
exposure for her business and gaining
more stockists across Wales and the
North of England, where she will be
based for the next year. Sara also plans
to increase her online presence with
the completion of her website: www.
saralois.com. Wishing her every luck
for the future and for her wonderful
venture.

North Wales
Art Trail Helfa Gelf

by LAURA POZZI

T

Rebecca McCarthy

his creative art trail is taking place right now all across
North Wales. During the
month of September local artists
and crafters will be opening their
own workspaces along with exhibiting in galleries for the general public. This could be your chance to see
how that interesting piece is made,
or to see more of North Wales in a
creative manner. More information
is available on the Helfa Gelf website
along with a very helpful map which
shows all the artists taking place in
the event. So if you have a spare day
or even a few hours, why not find
out a bit more about the creative side
of North Wales.
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FOOD AND DRINK

Naughty or Nice?

Every edition, we’ll have two recipes for you to try out, using the same main ingredient. One that would send Gillian McKeith into a state of apoplexy and one that
would soothe her brow.

Roast Chicken

This is basically the Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall recipe from his River Cottage Meat Book,
but it’s such a good recipe I haven’t cooked a
chicken any other way.
Ingredients
A whole chicken - free
preferred obviously, 1-2 kg
Butter, actual butter, roughly 75g
Garlic, 3 large cloves
White wine
Salt and pepper

range

is

Pre-heat oven to 220C, and get the chicken
into the roasting tray, removing any string
that’s tying it together. Slice the garlic and

Pot Roast Chicken

sprinkle over, under and inside the bird. Slice
the butter and place over the breast and into the
crevice between the breast and legs. Sprinkle
with salt and pepper, and place into the oven for
20 minutes. After twenty minutes, turn the oven
down to 170C, pour the wine around (not over)
the bird, and continue cooking for roughly 45
- 60 minutes, basting occasionally. The high
heat ensures a lovely crisp skin, whilst the lower
temperature and basting keeps the bird moist.
Serve with almost any form of potatoes, though
tartiflette (the recipe for which can be found in
the Food and Drink section of our website) is
perfect.

The beauty of this is that you can largely throw
anything in. The important thing is the process,
not the content. This version is my current favourite.
Ingredients
Chicken pieces - thighs, breasts, legs - whatever your preference is, enough for however
many you’re serving, New potatoes - as above
with quantity, 2 large onions, 2 cloves of garlic,
Stock - 200ml of chicken/veg, Herbs, Tomato
paste - 1 tablespoon, Salt and pepper
Kale/cabbage - any leafy green works well,
White wine (optional) - one large glass, Cream
(also optional) - to taste - I use about 2 tablespoons, but more is fine

In a large casserole dish, add the sliced onions
and chopped garlic. Add the chicken pieces as
the onions begin to soften. Once the they’ve
started to brown slightly, add the potatoes and
stir a little. Add the stock, herbs, tomato paste
and wine and cream (if desired), and put into
a pre-heated oven at 180C with a lid on. Leave
to cook for 45 minutes, and add the chopped
kale/cabbage, mixing in. Leave for a further 10
- 15 minutes. Serve with more white wine and
maybe some crusty white bread to mop up the
cream.

Jez’s top 5 places to eat in Bangor

#1

ANOTHER award winner, and not just from Seren. The very image
of it is the sort of place us poncy, liberal, lazy students are supposed to
go. Fantastic coffee, great tea’s and some really seriously decent food,
the only downside is that they don’t do enough food in the evening!
However, they occasionally host gigs and other events, so make sure
you keep up to date.

#3

ON the top end of the High Street, this is
the closest that Bangor has to a posh restaurant. Usually with some sort of offer for students available, this makes for a nice place to
go, for a given value of nice. The food is tasty,
the cocktails are often on 2 for 1 and a good
launching point to head on to other places.

#2

BANGOR’s favourite restaurant according to Seren readers last year,
and a deserved winner! A great range of Far East Asian food, with a
nice range of starters and desserts either side (the sorbet is amazing),
and not too wallet hitting. Just up the High Street from the Cathedral definitely a place to go

#4
SERVING food from 11am most days, the
weapon of choice against veisalgia (definition
- “uneasiness after debauchery”) are the huge,
gravy filled Yorkshire puddings. This is also a
great place to go even if you aren’t in a state of
distress, and also won Best Value award in the
recent Seren Local Business Awards

#5

FOUND in Upper Bangor, opposite Late
Stop, this is the location of choice for those
recovering from the night before. Big breakfasts, big cups of tea and dim lighting ensures
that you can recover gently.
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SPORT

H

Interview: Men’s Rugby League

aving earned promotion last
season, men’s rugby league
is an AU club on the up with
strong ambition. I managed to grab an
interview with the team and they did
not disappoint and pretty much told
me everything! Here it is:

What are your aspirations for the
season, if not the next three years?
We are in a much more competitive
league this year so obviously our first
aim for the season is to put in a consistent performance every week and
finish in a good position. With regards
to the next three years we really want
to expand the club and increase the
awareness of the sport of rugby league
throughout the university.
The Rugby league world cup is being held in England and Wales this
year and this is a fantastic opportunity for us to showcase our game to

the rest of the AU and hopefully show
some entirely new fans why we love
the game so much. We are fortunate to
have two of the Wales matches being
played on our own front doorstep at
Wrexham one of which there is a high
chance they could be playing England. We will be running trips to go
see the games which all are welcome
to join and our sponsor Patrick’s bar
will most likely be televising most of
the other matches on the big screen so
we can organise a big party for people
to come down and watch the games.

Are you planning on battering Aber
when Varsity returns to Bangor this
year?
Aber have a very strong team and
unfortunately we have come up second best the past few times we have
clashed, but we have a very focused,
determined set of lads down at the

club and we feel like with a lot of
hard work this could be our year. The
match will be on our home pitch and
we are going to make sure they know
that when they come up this year. Varsity is a fantastic weekend and something that all players at the Uni should
experience, and it’s made all the better
if you manage to come away with the
win.
When and how long do you train?
This year we are training on Tuesday
nights down at Treborth from 7pm9pm and on Sundays on Ffriddoedd
Site from 11am-1pm. We like to organise regular, informal gym sessions
together as a team and we have also
made contact with local MMA gym
“The Pound” who is going to be running additional sessions for us to help
improve our strength and fitness. It
was a lot of fun last year and a good

excuse for the guys to knock lumps
out of each other, we especially like
the wrestling aspect to the training,
as well as being a fundamental part of
rugby league it is also a good laugh.

What are the socials like?
We have a very good social life within our team with a social at least once
a week during term time and even
more during fresher’s week including
a compulsory team BBQ regardless
of the weather! We are also planning
a playing tour down to the south of
France including watching a live super
league game which will be a lot of fun
and a good experience to sample some
of the French beers!
We also try to get over to England
when we can to watch some Superleague matches, in the past going to
see teams like Warrington Wolves
and Huddersfield Giants. Suffice to

say you will never be out alone if you
are with Bangor rugby league. We
are a good set of guys and many of
the lads in the team now, regardless
of background, playing experience;
race, religion etc have made some real
friends for life. This is in the true spirit
of rugby league in that it is a game for
everybody!
Great words from a great team, if
you are interested in rugby league and
would like to know more, attend Serendipity and visit their stall!
Having the Rugby League world
cup in this country this year, it is sure
to be a slightly more competitive sport
in Bangor’s Athletic Union. Excitement and motivation for the club to
push forward are at an all-time high so
if you are interested, I would strongly
suggest getting involved!

Interview: Men’s Football
by KEVIN GRIFFIN

A

new season means new things
for the men’s football team.
After achieving first team
promotion at the end of last season,
they have enlisted the services of former Bangor City FC reserves coach
Sion Rowlands. The second and third
teams are sure to benefit from his experience after both teams just about
missed out on promotion. Word is
that this is their year!
The University Gwynedd League
team are planning on building on the
experience they gained from their cup
final defeat last season with games to
be played on Thursday nights on the
Maes Glas pitches.
I managed to conduct a short interview with the football team about the
coming season and what the team get
up to:
What are your aspirations for the
coming season, and the next three
years?

From last seasons performance and
the strong commitment of everyone
involved, I think all of our teams are
aiming high this year. Previous Club
Captains Dan Kashi and Peter Fullbrook have developed the club fantastically creating a more professional
setting. I think this is great beginning
to Bangor University Football establishing itself as serious competitors in
BUCS and the local Gwynedd League.
When do you train?
Our training times are Monday evenings at Treborth playing fields and
Friday Mornings and afternoons at
Maes Glas
How will the appointment of Sion
Rowlands as a coach help the football team?
Sion being appointed as first team
manager for the coming season shows
real progress towards the club being
a professional outfit. Sion has experience coaching at Bangor City F.C. Reserves and I’m sure will continue the
clubs recent success.

What are the socials like?
Members of the club eagerly await
Football socials such as pub golf and
tight and bright nights along with
university wide events like Movember
and Febrary. However most of team
like to gather after our games for food
at our sponsor which is often the start
to a lot of great nights. With Question
of Sport nights and videos being made
for the clubs BUFC channel, there is
always something going on.
The men’s football team have announced a plan to host a charity event
in the form of a FIFA tournament
night. Visit their stand at Serendipity
for more details on this event.
Trials for the first team will be held
on Friday 26th and Saturday 27th
September on the Maes Glas pitches
between 12pm and 4pm. For more
information, visit their stand at Serendipity!
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SPORT
In Brief
Striker
suspended

A WELSH Premier League footballer has been suspended following
a number of racist comments posted
on his Twitter account. Chris Simm,
a striker for current top of the league
team Airbus UK Broughton, has been
fined £400 and will miss six games.
The decision was made by a Football
Association Wales (FAW) disciplinary
panel and related to tweets from May
and August. The former Bangor City
player has seven business days from
Monday 16th to appeal the decision.

Bale Madrid
Debut
WELSHMAN Gareth Bale made
his Real Madrid debut with a 38
minute goal, securing a 2-2 draw for the
side against rivals Villarreal. Bale, 24,
recently transferred to the Spanish
giants from Tottenham Hotspur for a world record fee of £85
million. “Proud to score on my debut
and pleased to get 60 minutes, just
disappointed not to get the result” he
said.

Women’s Rugby Union
looking for new recruits

A range of rugby activities on offer this year

by BEN PRICE

B

UWR is a friendly ambitious
club, looking to progress from
last year’s second place finish in
the 2A northern conference and quarter finalists in the northern conference
cup. In response we have recruited a
new WRU level 4 rugby coach Ian
Jones and for the first time in Bangor university history, a strength and
conditioning coach. The strength and
conditioning coach will deliver tailored development plans to each player in the club, this will coincide with
the regular gym session in Maes Glas.
Women’s rugby is growing from
strength to strength, over a million
women play rugby across the globe

with over 10800 players in Wales.
Rugby is fun, fast, a great way to get
fit and meet new friends. To prove
this we have organised a touch taster
on the 29th September at Maes Glas,
3-5pm. Touch rugby is a non-contact
and can be played by all abilities, it
involves 8 players on both teams trying to carry the ball to the other end
of the pitch and placing the ball down
to score a try.
If you cannot attend the touch taster
we train on Monday night at Treborth
(6-7.30pm), Sunday at Treborth (111pm) and our gym session in Maes
Glas, Friday 7-9am. BUWR also meet
every week after matches for socials
always involving different themes.
For more information please call

07934708272, Twitter @BUWR_ or
Facebook Bangor University Women’s
Rugby.

Whether you’re a county player or
never played rugby before, take on the
challenge, try Women’s Rugby.

Why not try joining one of the local sports teams?

T

here are plenty of sporting opportunities and options in Bangor and the surrounding areas.
To start with, in terms of football, you
could try your luck with Bangor City
FC, a big ask but they do have a second side if you are not up to scratch.

If you’re willing to travel a bit to train
with some teams, there are also the
options with teams such as Holyhead
Hotspur, Beaumaris Town, Llanllyfni
and many others in the county.
There is a golf club in Bangor too
on Coed Y Castell, for a very enjoyable day out with some of your new
housemates, it would be a great way to

THE search for Wales’ ‘unsung
hero’ is now on. Nominations for the
award are open until 14th November
and can be found on the BBC Sport
website. The award aims to find an
individual, who must be unpaid for
their work, who puts everything in
behind the scenes to help their club
or sportsperson suceed. Winners
from each region, including England,
will be chosen in November with an
overall winner to be announced at the
BBC Sports Personality of the Year
ceremony. Last year’s Welsh winner,
Arthur Wood, was awarded for his
many years of voluntary service at
Swansea Rifle Club.

Rugby medal
returns home

More than just the AU

by KEVIN GRIFFIN

Know an
‘Unsung Hero’?

connect.
In terms of rugby union, I was at
Caernarfon RFC at some point last
year and they are a competitive side
who accept all newcomers, a great
club to join. In Bangor, the rugby club
train at 6.30pm every Thursday and
play matches on a Saturday morning
and are based at Cae Milltir, Llandy-

gai, Bangor LL57 4AA. They also have
a ladies team so if you’re a woman interested in playing rugby locally, get
down there!
There are plenty of opportunities for
sport in the county, you just have to
look around and you’re bound to find
a club that suits you. If not, then just
play for the University!

A MEDAL which was awarded after Wales’ first Triple Crown victory
in 1893 has returned to the country.
It was awarded to Cardiff player
Frank Hill and is one of the only 17
produced. Hill’s medal was passed
on to his godson in 1927 when he
died, and then on to his son who had
been living in Australia. The Welsh
Sports Hall of Fame were given the
opportunity to buy the medal back
and did so for £3000.

Footballer
jailed

A CAERNARFON footballer, Jason
Roberts, has been jailed for two years
for headbutting a referee during a
district league match.The assault on
Shon Hughes took place after Roberts
was sent off in the Harlech v Llanbabo
game last year. The referee required
dental work as a result.
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turn for City

BANGOR CITY

1-1

PORT TALBOT

Davies 33’
Griffiths 24’ (pen)
Date: Saturday, 14th September 2013
Venue: Nantporth, The Book People Stadium
Attendance: 446

Strong effort from Bangor fails to pay off
by LJ TAYLOR

D

espite a strong attacking
force and domination of both
halves, Bangor City had to
settle for a draw Saturday afternoon
with Port Talbot Town.
Nantporth was host to a crowd of
446 as the home side made their attempt to get the three points they
desperately needed. However, things
took a bad turn for Bangor before the
game even began with defender, Chris
Jones, injuring himself in the warmup.
The team sheets were quickly amended and new signing, Joe Culshaw,
started the match for City.
Bangor took control of the match
straight away with a free kick and corner in the first five minutes but their
early chances led to nothing. City
pressure held strong throughout the
first quarter of the match but, despite
scrappy play, Port Talbot soon started
hitting back.
An excellent break from Bangor’s
Jamie Petrie provided them with their
first real chance in the game but no
goal was scored and play returned
deep into Bangor’s half of the pitch.
Rhys Griffiths scored the first goal of
the match with a penalty hit into the
bottom right corner of the net, just
beyond Bangor goalkeeper, Lee Idzi’s,
reach, after a clumsy challenge in the
penalty area.
1-0 down the home side started
applying more pressure and after a
Port Talbot slip-up Bangor captain,
Michael Johnston, knocked the ball

back down field and fan favourite, Les
Davies, did the rest; 1-1.
Another mistake from Port Talbot
saw a badly hit pass initiate a rush
for the ball from their keeper and
Bangor defender, Declan Walker.
Walker managed to win the challenge
but wasn’t able to get it into the box
quick enough for Bangor to have a
real chance and after an ugly, and disorganised, tussle the opportunity had
passed.
Moments later Bangor hit the back
of the net once more but the linesman
had already called for offside. City
were straight back with a strong attack
and almost made it 2-1 when a lob
with a lot of potential from Sion Edwards clipped the bar and was barely
knocked out for a corner by Town’s
keeper.
The second half began much as the
first had, with possession going to
Bangor who had found a renewed
energy since the break. Port Talbot
weren’t willing to just sit back and give
the game to Bangor and managed to
pull back a few lucky breaks but nothing enough to pose any serious threat.
Things started to get desperate with
fouls from both sides and tension between the two sides high. A particularly nasty challenge from Port Talbot
man Adie Harris on Rob Jones caused
the referee to pull the Town player
aside. No card was given though, a
decision that didn’t go down well with
the Bangor crowd.
A challenge on Culshaw saw him receive a blow to the head which took
him off the pitch for a few minutes but

the newcomer was soon straight back
into the action, eager to prove his allegiance to supporters and teammates
alike.
Both teams spent the last thirty minutes of the game pushing back and
forth, each with a number of chances
but never enough to get the win.
Bangor were plagued with yet another injury this time to forward Sion
Edwards who was quickly substituted

BANGOR V ABER
FRI 4TH OCTOBER
K.O. 19.30

FREE STUDENT ENTRY
WITH ONE PAYING STUDENT (£5 WITH BANGOR ID)

as Bangor tried to make the most of
the dying minutes.
The home side kept up the momentum throughout most of the game and
deserved another goal out of it but the
1-1 scoreline was a fair end to a fairly
uneventful match.
The young Bangor team were hungry
for the points and played well together, unfortunately it just wasn’t enough
on this occasion. With one point in

the bag though City are slowly coming closer to getting back up the table.
A visit to league champions New
Saints next weekend is going to really test the team and their next home
game will be against Aberystwyth
Town on 4th October. Hopefully
the blues will finally be able to give
their faithful ‘citizens’ something to
celebrate.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

ADMIT ONE STUDENT FREE
WITH ONE PAYING STUDENT
BANGOR V ABERYSTWYTH
FRI 4TH OCTOBER

VOUCHER MUST BE PRESENTED AT GATE
ONLY VALID 4TH OCTOBER 2013.

